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Summary 

Stimuli-responsive commodity polymers

Commodity polymers are produced at low-cost in bulk quantities, 

primarily finding application in for example packaging and textiles. What 

if these static, conventional plastics could be made stimuli-responsive? 

This will lead to new materials and applications. Imagine smart packaging 

capable of extending shelf lives, heavy-duty robots built up from 

lightweight responsive polymers and textiles that dynamically adapt to 

their environments. Over the past decade bulk commodity polymers have 

been made stimuli-responsive by introducing additives or coatings, 

enabling a change in functional properties in response to humidity, 

temperature and/or light (Chapter 1). 

This thesis focuses on the fabrication of stimuli-responsive actuators at 

minimal impact to existing industrial infrastructures, exploiting common 

textile polymers polyamide 6 (PA6), poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET), 

and the large volume polymer polyethylene (PE). Responsiveness is 

introduced to these polymers employing industrially relevant processing 

techniques, including spray-coating and additive blending. 

In the second chapter, the simultaneous interaction of both temperature 

and humidity on dual-responsive bilayer actuators is investigated. A 

nematic liquid crystal (LC) is spray-applied from solution, self-aligning 

onto commercially available oriented PA6 films. The bilayer actuator 

bends towards the liquid crystal network (LCN) coating through swelling 

of the humidity-sensitive PA6 layer. Temperature-driven bending of the 

actuator in the opposite direction only occurs in conditions of constant                 
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high humidity (80 %), revealing how interconnected stimuli can allow for 

programmed responses of environmentally adaptive commodity 

polymers. 

A more sophisticated humidity response beyond simple bending is 

demonstrated in Chapter 3. Chiral nematic LC coatings are spray-applied 

onto stretched PA6 films. Self-alignment and photo-polymerization of the 

LC mesogens lock in a through-depth director profile in which the in-plane 

twist angle θ of the LCN coating enables fine programming of the 

magnitude and mode of macroscopic deformations: changing from 

bending to helical twisting (0 < θ < 90°). The appealing spraying method 

is suitable to other oriented polymers, including commercially available 

PET films. 

Reprogrammable photo-actuators with arbitrary starting geometries were 

prepared by combining a thermoplastic PET substrate with an 

azobenzene-doped LCN (Chapter 4). The mechanically robust substrate 

permits thermal shape programming and fixing of the otherwise brittle 

LCN layer. We show that alongside shape fixing, light exposure allows for 

fast, reversible and area-specific deformations in air and water, even 

attaining multiple modes of actuation (bending and helical twisting) in a 

single film. 

Light-responsive actuators were fabricated in Chapter 5, blending unique 

azobenzene bearing symmetrically attached PE side chains with ultra-high 

molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE). It was found that the long C78 

side chains promote dispersion within the apolar matrix and that the 

photo-switches become highly aligned during drawing. The ultra-drawn 

UHMWPE films generated exceptionally high stresses in response to UV 

and visible light, approaching specific actuation stresses similar to those 

found for metallic actuators.  



IX 

 

In the final chapter, we provide a projection into future applications of 

stimuli-responsive commodity polymers. A special emphasis is devoted to 

the scalability of the presented industrially-relevant processing 

techniques and stability of the stimuli-responsive additives and coatings. 

Additional directions for future work include theoretical finite element 

analysis and optical changes in commodity polymer films and fibers. 

These emerging materials show the great promise commodity polymers 

hold in the development of stimuli-responsive actuators further expanding 

their application range, for example as adaptive textiles or in soft robotics.
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1.1 General introduction 

Currently, polymers are primarily found in static applications including 

(food) packaging, robotics and textiles. What if these conventional plastics 

could be made stimuli-responsive? Imagine smart packaging capable of 

extending shelf lives, heavy-duty robots built up from lightweight 

responsive polymers and textiles that dynamically adapt to their 

environment. Only in the last decade has the introduction of               

stimuli-responsive additives or coatings to bulk commodity polymers 

initiated the transition from static to dynamic able to change functional 

properties in response to external stimuli (e.g. humidity, temperature or 

light).  

In this chapter, an overview is presented of recent developments on the 

fabrication and response of shape changing commodity polymers to 

external stimuli. The focus is on the fabrication and (future) application of 

emerging materials composed of common textile polymers polyamide 6 

(PA6) and poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET), and the large volume 

polymers polyethylene (PE) and polypropylene (PP), each of which shall 

be discussed individually. A special emphasis is devoted to combining 

commodity polymers and liquid crystals (LCs) as this is the main topic of 

this thesis. At the end of this chapter the aim and outline of this thesis is 

presented. 

1.2 Commodity polymer processing and properties 

The use of commodity polymers, including PA6, PE, PET and PP has been 

well-established in our daily lives with production exceeding millions of 

tons per year.1 Scale-up of production has resulted in tremendous cost 

reductions for the materials, to the point that it often appears of little 

purpose to continue research on the polymers, given the restricted 

margins of profitability in these massive-scale processes, see Figure 1.1. 
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Figure 1.1. Material property strength as a function of the relative cost per unit volume of several 

commodity polymers including poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET), polyethylene (PE) and polypropylene 

(PP) embedded in the dark blue area. Chart created using CES EduPack 2018, Granta Design Ltd.2 

Commodity polymers are often considered mature from a processing point 

of view, diverging in (mechanical) properties to fit a multitude of 

applications in an ever-growing plastics market. The thermoplastic 

commodity polymers constitute a class of materials that can be              

melt-processed with traditional extrusion, molding and spinning 

techniques. The specific process employed in production highly depends 

on the shape and desired mechanical properties of the final product. Thin 

films and textile fibers are obtained through a process called extrusion, in 

which the choice of die is crucial in obtaining differently-shaped products 

(see Figure 1.2). Typically, solid polymer pellets, powders and/or 

additives are fed into a hopper for screw transport, followed by        

friction-induced melting and mixing of the raw materials.3 The high 

viscosity of the polymer melt originates from the internal friction between 

the macromolecules, which is converted into thermal energy aiding 

mixing. During this transport, the viscosity of the polymer blend is 

decreased by imposing local, high shear stresses enabling                       
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melt-processing. The screw design may vary (single screw, twin, co- and 

counter-rotating, and so forth), but is principally responsible for melting, 

mixing, transport and pressure generation to force the molten polymer 

through a shaped die (Figure 1.2A).4,5  

 

Figure 1.2. Simplified schematics of the extrusion processes. A. Raw materials are fed in the hopper 

which transports the polymer pellets or powders and additives onto the screw. The transporting screw 

assists in melting and mixing of the raw materials to form a homogenous blend, while building up pressure 

as it propagates towards the die of pre-defined cross-section. Reproduced from reference 6. B. Illustrative 

representation of a film extrusion line. Reproduced from reference 7. Copyright 2008 Elsevier. C. Melt 

spinning of polymer fibers.  

In film and fiber extrusion lines (see Figure 1.2B and C), the polymer melt 

is guided through a die with a desired cross-sectional shape, after which 

application or combination with an additional layer can occur. These 

applied (intermediate) layers are frequently added to introduce specific 

functional properties meeting service demands; examples include a 

decorative or protective top coat endowing polymers with abrasion-, 

impact- and/or scratch-resistance.8 At this stage of the process         

stimuli-responsive coatings could also be co-extruded or even            

spray-applied to the bulk polymer film. 

Typically, the thickness of the extruded material is decreased through 

rollers using a drawdown, i.e. the polymers are pre-stretched in the melt 

and partially oriented. Frequently, solid-state post drawing operations are  
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Table 1.1. An overview of commodity polymers, including mechanical and optical properties, chemical 

structures and diverse applications. Data taken from references 3, 9-11.  

 
Polyamide 6 

(PA6) 

Poly(ethylene 

terephthalate) 

(PET) 

Polyethylene 

(PE) 

Polypropylene 

(PP) 

Young's 

modulus 

(MPa) 

780 (cond.) –  

3800 (dry) 
2000 – 2700 150 - 1400 1100 - 2000 

Strain-at-

break  

(%) 

150 - 250 50 - 150 200 - 1400 150 – 700 

Glass 

transition  

(°C) 

50 (cond.) –  

75 (dry) 
60 - 85 -128 - -120 -15 - -3 

Tm 

(°C) 
220 265 137 170 

Refractive 

index at 20 

°C 

1.53 1.58 1.47 - 1.52 1.49 - 1.51 

Repeating 

unit  
 

 
 

Applications 

 

   

 
performed which are highly effective in generating anisotropic mechanical 

properties. In emerging materials composed of the common textile 

polymers PA6 and PET and the large volume polymers PE and PP, 

nanoscopic orientation of the polymer backbone expresses itself 
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macroscopically with enhanced anisotropic (thermo)mechanical 

properties, including Young’s modulus, strength and thermal expansion. 

A comparison of some of the basic properties of these bulk commodity 

polymers are summarized in Table 1.1, including temperatures relevant 

for processing and use, Young’s modulus, strain-at-break and several 

product examples. 

These textile and large volume plastics can be classified in terms of their 

performance, production volume and price per kg. However, from a 

molecular perspective these ordinary polymers are all considered as 

‘commodity polymers’ throughout this thesis. A distinction is typically 

made between commodity, engineering and specialty polymers. The 

ubiquitous commodity polymers (with mechanical properties being 

secondary to volume and cost) have been developed into more 

demanding engineering and/or specialty polymers (with improved 

(thermo)mechanical properties at lower volumes with a higher cost) using 

elaborate processing routes and/or additives.  

1.3 Stimuli-responsiveness additives and polymers 

Responsive functionalities can be introduced in commodity polymers 

either by blending in low molecular weight stimuli-responsive additives, 

or through applying thin stimuli-responsive coatings. In doing so, 

commodity polymer films and fibers can be obtained that dynamically 

alter shape, triggered by light exposure or changes in temperature and/or 

humidity. Conversely, commodity polymers have also been added to 

otherwise fragile responsive polymers (like hydrogels) for reinforcing their 

mechanical robustness.  

Light-responsive molecules, such as azobenzenes, spiropyrans and 

spirooxazines, can be integrated with the polymers to generate optical 

and physical effects.12,13 These photo-responsive molecules absorb 
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electromagnetic radiation and undergo reversible transformations in 

shape and color.14,15 The azobenzenes, for example, photo-isomerize from 

the extended trans configuration to the unstable cis isomer when exposed 

to specific wavelengths of light, usually ultraviolet (UV): see Figure 1.3. 

The reverse cis-to-trans isomerization occurs thermally or by exposure to 

visible light.  

 
Figure 1.3. Photo-isomerization of an azobenzene derivative from an extended trans configuration to a 

bent-core cis isomer undergoing considerable dimensional changes. 

Shape changes can also be induced by using dyes and additives, including 

graphene, carbon nanotubes (CNTs), nanoparticles or UV-absorbers, 

which transduce incident light into heat (photo-thermal).16-19 These 

temperature changes are translated into macroscopic deformations 

through an imbalance in internal forces expressed through the actuator 

design.20-22 Single layer actuators, for example, rely on responsive 

additives that direct three dimensional shape changes through gradients 

in molecular alignment, temperature or light penetration.23-26 Actuators 

made of two or more different materials bonded together are typically 

assembled from active and passive layers, effectively generating 

mismatches to drive bending or twisting. The actuation magnitude and 

directions of both may be treated as elastic bilayers in which deformations 

are essentially governed and predicted by three material parameters: 

relative thickness ratio, elastic moduli ratio and a difference in expansion 

coefficients.27 
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Stimuli-responsive shape changing actuators are normally composed of 

pliable materials, allowing large deformations and performing modest 

mechanical work.28,29 In this category, hydrogels, LCs and shape memory 

polymers (SMPs) are particularly interesting for developing devices that 

demand compliance matching with, for example, human skin.30 

1.3.1 Hydrogel actuators 

Hydrogels are insoluble 3D polymer networks capable, depending on the 

cross-link density and polymer-solvent interactions, of taking up and 

retaining up to 90 wt.% of water, and swelling close to 10 times its initial 

volume with large deformations (ε ~ 90 %).31 Thermo-responsive 

hydrogels, such as poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (pNIPAM), exhibit a lower 

critical solution temperature (LCST) and undergo a                       

hydrophilic-to-hydrophobic transition close to the human body 

temperature, resulting in shrinkage of the polymer. At temperatures 

below the LCST, the polymer network undergoes enthalpy-driven swelling 

with water due to strong intermolecular interactions including hydrogen 

bonds.32 In contrast, the heated network becomes hydrophobic as the 

intermolecular bonds are disrupted and the entropic term stimulates      

de-swelling. This reversible swelling is also sensitive to the surrounding 

pH, ionic strength and even light exposure. More complex swelling 

deformations can be engineered, from bending to twisting, by applying an 

inhomogeneous stimulus or through gradients in cross-link density 

through the hydrogel.33 

1.3.2 Liquid crystal polymers  

Liquid crystals (LCs) constitute a class of materials appealing for 

fabricating stimuli-responsive polymers, capable of operating in dry 

environments.24,34,35 One commonly encountered class of LCs are 

thermotropic rod-like (calamitic) molecules which, when heated above the 
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melting temperature, transition from the 3D-ordered crystalline state into 

LC mesophases. These anisotropic molecular rods consist of a rigid core 

bearing flexible side chains, which through intermolecular, anisotropic 

dispersion forces stabilize common smectic (Sm) and nematic (N) 

mesophases that differ in degree and type of order.36 The elongated 

molecules, or mesogens, self-organize with the long axis of the molecules 

being referred to as the molecular director (n̂). In the smectic phase, LCs 

manifest both directional and positional molecular 2D-order shown by the 

layered structure in Figure 1.4. The transition from the smectic to the 

nematic phase, indicated as TSm/N in Figure 1.4, is accompanied by a loss 

in order resulting in a more fluid character, but on average the individual 

mesogens continue to point in one direction. A chiral nematic or 

‘cholesteric’ phase forms when chiral molecules are added as a dopant to 

this N phase, which then are frequently abbreviated as N*. The chiral 

center of the dopant molecule tends to rotate the director creating a 

molecular helix.37 Eventually, further heating will transform the 

mesophases into a randomly ordered, isotropic fluid. 

 
Figure 1.4. Liquid crystalline smectic and nematic mesophases residing between a three dimensionally 

ordered crystal and randomly ordered, isotropic liquid. 
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Inherent to their anisotropic shape, LC mesogens have directionally 

dependent optical and thermo-mechanical properties. As light enters the 

LCs it is split in two oppositely polarized light waves travelling at different 

velocities; the long axis defining the extraordinary refractive index (ne), 

frequently termed the slow axis, and the fast axis being the perpendicular, 

ordinary refractive index (no).38,39 This difference between extraordinary 

and ordinary refractive indices is better known as birefringence. In     

multi-domain arrangements, the often micrometer-sized domains differ in 

LC orientation, and hence birefringence, giving rise to structural defects 

which allow for the visualization of characteristic LC textures. The distinct, 

beautifully colored textures are observed between crossed polarizers in 

optical microscopy, typically forming a fingerprint to determine the 

respective LC phase.40 Ideally, it is desirable to maintain the molecular 

order and alignment of the mesogens to exploit the optical and        

thermo-mechanical properties desired for stimuli-responsive materials. 

These anisotropic properties are retained by equipping LC mesogens with 

one or more polymerizable end-groups, such as acrylates. By             

photo-initiated free-radical polymerization, the mixture of LC monomers 

is converted into a polymer network preserving the anisotropic properties 

of the monomers.41 The alignment of otherwise multi-domain arranged 

LCs can be tailored into a monodomain arrangement over longer distances 

by self-alignment of the LC monomers under the influence of an external 

force, including electric or magnetic fields, shear-flow mechanical fields 

and/or alignment layers.42,43 The aligned networks formed are classified 

as loosely cross-linked liquid crystal elastomers (LCE), densely                

cross-linked liquid crystal networks (LCN), or linear polymers (in the case 

of monoacrylates).44 In LCE architectures, mono- and di-functional 

acrylates are typically incorporated to yield flexible networks with glass 

transition temperatures (Tg) below room temperature (RT), able to attain 

large thermal deformations, ∆ε > 10 %, at rubber-like elastic moduli        
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(E < 200 MPa). In contrast, LCNs mostly consist of di-functional LC 

monomers that are converted into glassy networks (Tg > RT) providing 

less resistance against deformations (E ~ 1 – 3 GPa) with only moderate 

changes in order during heating (∆ε < 5 %). In this thesis we 

predominantly concentrate on mechanically robust LCN in which material 

properties are adjusted by changing the network composition.  

 

Figure 1.5. Macroscopic thermal deformations of liquid crystal elastomers and networks governed by the 

director profile through film depth. The black arrows indicate anisotropic thermal expansion acting on a 

rectangular sample. A. A splay director profile bends due to a mismatch in expansion coefficients 

throughout the thickness. B. A 90° twisted nematic director profile demonstrates bending in the opposite 

direction caused by deviating expansion coefficients in-plane.  

In stimuli-responsive actuators, tailoring director configurations is 

regarded pivotal for attaining three dimensional reversible macroscopic 

motion. As with oriented semi-crystalline commodity polymers, 

deformations are rendered by anisotropic thermal expansion of aligned 

LCNs: entropy increases due to a more random alignment of polymer 

chains evoking an axial contraction and transverse expansion.45,46 More 

sophisticated, non-uniaxial alignment profiles are schematically illustrated 

in Figure 1.5.42,47 For a splay alignment (Figure 1.5A), the molecular 

director rotates 90° out-of-plane through the film depth, provoking a 

mismatch in expansion between top and bottom surface leading to 
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macroscopic bending. Alternatively, in a 90° in-plane molecular director 

rotation (twisted nematic, Figure 1.5B) bending in the opposite direction 

occurs imposed by the in-plane imbalance in thermal expansion 

coefficients. Instead of temperature triggering actuation, the molecular 

composition of polymer networks can be adapted, for example, by 

embedding (acrylate end-capped) azobenzene molecules to introduce an 

anisotropic shape response to light. 

Additionally, photonic polymers can be fabricated by                             

photo-polymerization of the chiral nematic phase. Incident light of a 

certain wavelength is reflected depending on the mismatch in refractive 

index and the helical periodicity, which is considered appealing for 

aesthetic purposes.37 

1.3.3 Shape memory polymers 

SMPs are deformable into temporary, ‘memorized’ shapes, from which the 

original shape can be recovered upon application of an external stimulus. 

These semi-crystalline polymers and chemically or physically cross-linked 

networks can be programmed to strain fix a higher energy conformation, 

relying on a sharp transition (a glass (Tg) and/or melting (Tm) transitions) 

to immobilize polymer chains and prevent shape recovery.48-50 The 

domain of programmed SMPs has expanded from one-way shape memory 

materials, consisting of irreversible recovery of the initial state from a 

deformed geometry through an applied (thermal) stimulus, into materials 

with reversible shape changes to attain a tertiary shape.51 Most of the 

reported SMPs fix the deformed shape with heat, although an increasing 

number of publications employ photo-fixing to immobilize a secondary 

shape.52-54 
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1.4 Stimuli-responsive commodity polymers 

In this section, we compare and contrast scientific findings in shape 

changing, stimuli-responsive commodity polymers. A special emphasis is 

devoted to shape changing soft actuators and adaptive textiles utilizing 

heat-, humidity- and light-responsive commodity polymers. Other 

compelling stimuli-responsive functional properties, such as switching of 

permeability or optical properties, will not be considered.55-57  

1.4.1 Polyamide 6-based actuators 

PA6, commonly known as nylon 6, is a semi-crystalline polymer with 

repeating units linked through amide groups that provide high tensile 

strength by forming intermolecular hydrogen bonds.58 These flexible 

thermoplastics can be dyed, mechanically oriented and exhibit excellent 

wear resistance, all features of significant interest to many industries 

(including automotive, packaging, textile, and many others).59-62 

The sensitivity of PA6 to humidity via the hydrophilic amide groups is often 

exploited in (hygro)thermal actuators, where changes in temperature are 

coupled to changes in humidity. Such an actuator was fabricated by drop 

casting a hydrogel solution (made of a poly(acrylic acid) / polyacrylamide 

copolymer grafted onto a carboxymethyl cellulose                            

(poly(AA-co-AAm)-g-CMC)) onto a PA6 film.63 The hydrogel was photo 

cross-linked, the combination yielding an actuator which readily swelled 

in water, causing the bilayer to bend. In this actuator, PA6 acts as the 

passive substrate, providing only mechanical robustness as the hydrogels 

absorbed significantly more moisture. The polysaccharide-based hydrogel 

increased biocompatibility for potential drug delivery or implantable 

device applications. The pH-sensitive moieties swelled differently 

depending on the pH and ionic strength of the surrounding medium; at 

acidic pH (≤ 4), the hydrogel swelled less, whereas in the 4 – 8 pH range 
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the carboxylate groups were ionized and COO- electrostatic repulsion 

promoted swelling. At even higher pH (> 8), charge screening of Na+ 

deteriorated the swelling capacity. When submerged in water, the 

actuator took over 5 minutes to fully bend, with the PA6 substrate along 

the inner radius. 

A quicker response (< 10 seconds) to fluctuating humidity was achieved 

by Wu and coworkers.64 Inspired by the beetle Chrysina resplendens, a 

uniaxially stretched PA6 film was sandwiched between two photonic 

cellulose nanocrystal / polyethylene glycol diacrylate (CNC/PEGDA) 

coatings. The sulfate-functionalized rod-like CNC cylinders spontaneously 

assembled from high concentration suspensions over the course of a day 

into selective light reflecting helical photonic structures embedded in the 

flexible PEGDA matrix.37 Both the reflection band and the 3D conformation 

of the films are susceptible to variations in environmental humidity, see 

Figure 1.6. These shifts and deformations are reversible, resulting in 

colored structures capable of geometrical alterations, and potentially 

interesting as environmental sensors. 

LCs have been sprayed from solvent onto oriented PA6 substrates: 

spraying complies well with high-throughput industrial standards.42 The 

rod-like LCs self-organize, with the stretching direction of the PA6 

substrate acting as an alignment layer. The LC alignment at the PA6 

interface is planar, but the LC director gradually rotates through the film 

depth to stand perpendicular to the substrate at the air interface to 

minimize the surface free energy. This ‘splay’ alignment is fixed during 

photo cross-linking to form an LCN composed of carboxylic acids forming 

hydrogen-bonded dimers, which are crucial to the responsivity of the 

bilayer. A subsequent alkaline treatment generates a sodium salt gradient 

in the LCN coating, which becomes humidity sensitive. Thus, both the LCN 

and PA6 absorb moisture, though the hygroscopic polymer salt expands 
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more than the PA6. At lower humidity, the bilayer is bent with the LCN on 

the inner radius. With increasing humidity, the swelling splay aligned 

polymer salt pushes away the PA6 underlayer. 

 

Figure 1.6. A PA6 film sandwiched between two photonic layers demonstrating humidity sensitivity; 

changing reflectivity from green to red. Adapted from 64 with permission from The Royal Society of 

Chemistry.  

As temperature changes are coupled with variations in environmental 

humidity, the response of PA6 could be tailored to fabricate multi-stimuli 

responsive bilayers. A layer of continuous carbon fiber reinforced 

copolyamide (cCF:PA6-I) was 3D printed onto PA6.65 The multi-layer 

laminates feature PA6’ humidity/thermal-sensitivity coupled with the 

mechanically resistant copolyamide in which the embedded carbon fibers 

act as an electrical circuit. The versatile composite actuators 

demonstrated significantly improved actuation speeds compared to other 

hydrogel systems, aided by the thermally induced moisture desorption via 

the Joule heating. 
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Compelling work was conducted on PA6 fibers which were wound with a 

predefined number of twists per meter to provide highly anisotropic 

actuators (see Figure 1.7A).66 The high strength, twist-inserted fibers 

attained large, reversible dimensional changes when heated, able to reach 

contractions up to 49 % as incorporation of multi-walled CNTs or metal 

wires enabled conductivity driven Joule heating. A heat-activated   

muscle-like actuator was built from twisted Ø ~ 860 µm PA6 fibers which 

could lift a 1 kg weight 7 mm, corresponding to a specific actuation stress 

of 2100 J/kg. A textile was prepared by weaving the coiled, conductive 

PA6 monofilaments (warp direction) together with polyester and cotton 

fibers (weft direction). The porosity of the weave was dynamically altered 

by electroheating; the controlled opening and closing intended to enhance 

the wearer’s comfort. Similarly, window shutters were designed which 

opened or closed through thermal stimulus, and anticipated to be used to 

self-regulate indoor temperature.  

Bending directionality within actuators is commonly limited to linear 

contraction or expansion, but were made multi-directional by generating 

asymmetry through heat conductivity differences.25 Conductive coatings 

are applied to otherwise poorly conducting PA6 filaments to obtain a 

temperature gradient generated bending motion through heat convection 

(see Figure 1.7B). The PA6 modulus decreased as heat was transferred 

across the thickness of the filament, resulting in strong thermal 

contraction and bending of the oriented beam. Two different conductive 

coatings were explored: a paint consisting of silver flakes and metallic 

Niobium nanowires embedded in an adhesive resin (Ag/Nb paint) and dip 

coating the beams into a solution containing graphene flakes. The Ag/Nb 

paint was developed to electrothermally actuate, whereas the graphene 

flakes could be controlled photo-thermally. Interestingly, by painting 

Ag/Nb traces along the longitudinal planes of the roller-pressed square  
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rod, selective electroheating could bend the beam in the ± X, ± Y direction 

or contract the beam (in the –Z direction) upon simultaneous laser 

excitation: the device went through over 100,000 bending cycles with less 

than 5 % amplitude loss. In contrast, a highly focused laser source could 

only initiate modest bending, as only a small area is exposed compared 

to Joule heating.  

 

Figure 1.7. Actuation behavior of polyamide 6 (PA6) based fibers. A. Thermal contraction of diverse 

polymer fibers, before (inset) and after twisting. A wound monofilament actuator that strongly contracts 

at elevated temperature. Reproduced with permission from 66. Copyright 2014 AAAS. B. Multidirectional 

bending of a roller-pressed nylon beam containing conductive paint. Reproduced with permission from 

25. Copyright 2017 Wiley-VCH.  

Heat-induced bending was realized by wrapping silver plated polyamide 

6.6 (PA6.6) fibers around an asymmetric, compliant silicone                 

semi-cylindrical bladder prepared using negative molds and filled with an 

(in)compressible fluid in axial and radial directions, creating an artificial 
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muscle actuator.67 The PA6.6 fibers have similar mechanical 

characteristics to PA6: they are high-strength, highly oriented fibers with 

large axial-negative thermal expansion. Upon electroheating, the fibers 

strongly contract, decreasing the radius, increasing the internal fluid 

pressure and forcing the actuator to expand. Longitudinal expansion of 

the structure is restricted by the axially wound fibers, imposing a bending 

motion. This design benefits from replacing bulky, heavyweight external 

pressure sources with tethered electroheating.  

1.4.2 Poly(ethylene terephthalate)-based actuators 

The semi-aromatic thermoplastic PET is produced via condensation 

reactions and widely used in textile and packaging applications as it forms 

an excellent moisture barrier.68 Amongst all commodity polymers, PET is 

regarded as the most sustainable polymer, as it is frequently recycled to 

serve a second life.69 It is not limited to just lower grade products: a virgin 

grade is typically blended with recycled PET to fabricate products 

appearing in garments, home textiles (duvets, pillows or carpeting) and 

automotive components (sound insulation, seat covers).  

A humidity sensitive PET-based actuator is prepared by depositing a 

suspension of cellulose nanofibers (CNFs) onto a passive substrate.70 The 

bilayer actuator is prepared by evaporation-assisted self-assembly of the 

CNFs in a uniaxial fashion composing a physically cross-linked CNF gel 

network onto PET. The nanoporous gel rapidly ab- and desorbs moisture 

causing reversible rolling of the bilayer strip (Figure 1.8), even capable of 

lifting heavy weights owing to strong intermolecular hydrogen bonds 

between individual CNFs (~ 20 GPa). 

Spun PET fibers may be dyed, are significantly oriented, and offer high 

crystallinity, tensile strength and thermostability.71 The negative thermal 

expansion coefficient of PET was exploited by twist-inserting silver-plated 
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fibers, followed by Joule heating to obtain actuation. Metallization of the 

twisted-coil actuators (TCA) was performed via activation of hydroxyl and 

carboxylic acid end groups at the surface which were deposited with silver, 

also known as an electroless plating technique. At an initial length of        

50 cm, the fiber bundle was fixed to a rotating motor while a mass hung 

at the end to prepare ~ 10 cm long TCA. Large stresses of 368 and         

357 MPa, respectively, are reported after heating to 160 °C either through 

electroheating or with a heat gun. It was disclosed that the rapid tensile 

actuation of ~ 12 % was facilitated at 6 V.  

 

Figure 1.8. The ab- and desorption of moisture by an aligned cellulose nanofiber/PET bilayer actuator. 

Reproduced from reference 70. Copyright 2019 Elsevier. 

1.4.3 Polyethylene-based actuators 

PEs account for the largest share of the annual production of commodity 

polymers.72 These thermoplastic polyolefins can be subdivided by density, 

varying by degree of branching (long-branched low-density (LD) and 

short-branched linear low-density ((LLD), for example) and molecular 

weight (such as high-density (HD) and ultra-high molecular weight 

(UHMW)). These macromolecular differences are reflected in their 

mechanical properties, affecting strength, impact resistance and 

flexibility, providing a great diversity in applications ranging from 

packaging to toys, or even personal protection.  
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Uniaxially stretched PE films with a high specific surface area of ~ 40 m2/g 

and porosity of ~ 40 – 50 % have been filled with an azobenzene-

containing LC mixture.73 Thermal polymerization of the LCs resulted in a 

yellow colored, relatively transparent composite with a good degree of 

alignment; oriented PE serves as an alignment layer for the LC mesogens. 

The photo-switches aligned along the PE’s stretching direction and the 

films reversibly bent towards the UV light source due to an increasing cis 

content when examined above Tg (~ 95 °C) of the LC polymer. The 

composite unbent through thermal relaxation, due to segmental mobility 

of the LCN, which was accelerated employing visible light exposure 

inducing cis-to-trans isomerization to bend away from the light source. 

Other photo-thermal dyes, such as C20-azobenzene or                                  

2-(2H-benzotriazol-2-yl)-4,6-ditertpentylphenol (BZT), are also reported 

to introduce responsiveness to PE (see Figure 1.9A).18,74 The azobenzene 

photo-switch is adsorbed onto the surface of oriented UHMWPE enabling 

stress generation (up to ~ 3 MPa), whereas blending in BZT adds direct 

laser writing to induce optical patterns through local heating. 

Thermo-responsive, self-folding composites were fabricated employing a 

flexible isotropic LDPE substrate locally coated with stimuli-responsive 

hinges operating at temperatures below 60 °C.75 In designing complex 

architectures, the temperature response of pre-defined hinge actuators 

was programed by solution deposition of single-walled carbon nanotube 

(SWCNT) – pNIPAM followed by UV-light polymerization, forming thin 

thermo-sensitive coatings. As the SWCNT - pNIPAM hydrogel was heated 

above the lower critical solution temperature (around ~ 33 °C), water is 

expelled due to the hydrophilic-to-hydrophobic transition, resulting in 

macroscopic film bending. The addition of uniformly dispersed SWCNT into 

the hydrogel was shown to significantly enhance response time; bending 

at pre-defined sites formed a cube within only 35 seconds compared to 
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150 seconds for the hydrogel alone (Figure 1.9B). This rapid actuation is 

explained by two possible mechanisms: either the SWCNT improved 

convection through the hydrogel, or optimized water diffusion within 

SWCNT channels. Additionally, laser irradiation of the near-IR absorbing 

nanotubes resulted in ultrafast (< 1 s), thermal actuation, desirable in 

biocompatible architectures for drug delivery, for example. 

Photo-polymerized light-responsive azobenzene LCEs aligned in a higher 

order smectic phase were attached to an unstretched LDPE utilizing an 

adhesion layer.76 Cooperative dimensional changes of the azobenzenes in 

the LCE drove macroscopic unidirectional movement of the multi-layered 

film, the directional motion resulted from the asymmetric leg shapes; by 

alternating UV and visible light exposures of the sharp tip and the flat 

edge, “walking” motion of a film was demonstrated. This untethered 

movement was expanded by using selective local exposures with different 

light intensities to prepare a flexible robotic arm. 

In contrast to conventional bending, Ikeda and coworkers demonstrated 

how azobenzene-functionalized LCEs applied to sheets of PE could be 

applied as a light-driven motor, see Figure 1.9C.77 The alignment of the 

LCE was preserved as a cross-linked elastomer with Tg around room 

temperature. The ends of the LCE/PE bilayer strip were attached after 

threading around two pulleys to form a belt-like actuator. Simultaneous 

UV and visible light exposure at different film positions resulted in slow 

rolling towards the light sources; UV exposure forced a contraction along 

the long axis of the mesogens, whereas visible light reversed this length 

change. The demonstrator displayed how light can induce motor-like 

motion through simultaneous UV and visible light illumination at two 

different positions. 
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Figure 1.9. Stimuli-responsive shape changing polyethylene (PE). A. C20 Azobenzene crystals adsorbed 

onto oriented PE as seen with optical microscopy (left side), repeatedly generating photo-induced stresses 

in a stress-relaxation experiment (right side). Adapted from 74 with permission from The Royal Society 

of Chemistry. B. Programmed response in multi stimulus actuators employing thermal and optical 

properties of carbon nanotube doped poly(N-isopropylacrylamide). Reprinted with permission from 75. 

Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society. C. A continuously rotating, light-driven plastic motor using 

simultaneous UV and visible light illumination. Reproduced with permission from 77. Copyright 2008 

Wiley-VCH. 

A lightweight robot was built exploiting passive polymer films connected 

with responsive LCN/PE laminates in an effort to replace heavy, rigid, 

tethered metal robots.78 The LCN was composed of thermally polymerized 
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azobenzene chromophores. Two distinct LCN/PE actuators were prepared. 

The first was a flat, multi-layer composite using an adhesive and a       

ring-shaped laminate in which the substrate was strained 2 %, the coating 

applied and then allowed to elastically recover. The resulting untethered 

robot had a ring-shaped arm and flat bilayer films as wrist and hand 

connected by passive joints to independently control movement. The hand 

with inactive fingers was capable of gripping a 10 mg load by trans-to-cis 

isomerization, the cargo held firmly by cis-to-trans isomerization and 

transferred by bending the arm, displacing over a total distance of 20 mm. 

Finally, the cargo was released into a container by re-opening the hand, 

demonstrating the ability to manipulate material positions with light. 

Repeatedly moving objects in the horizontal and vertical directions was 

estimated to attain photo-induced stresses similar to human muscles      

(~ 320 kPa). 

A layer of linear polymer with side-chain azobenzene mesogens was bar 

coated onto unstretched LDPE.79 The azobenzene chromophores were 

aligned by using polarized light and adhered without using an adhesive 

via electron beam (EB) irradiation in an inert atmosphere to prepare large 

(14 x 14 cm2) samples. The formation of intra- and inter-layer chemical 

bonds via one step EB polymerization is considered industrially relevant, 

presumably improving processing speeds. The direct cross-linking was 

also anticipated to provide sufficient mechanical strength with efficient 

translation of anisotropic expansion to the flexible substrate. The dose of 

absorbed ionizing radiation was found to be key in preparing reversible 

actuators; at 0.5 MGy, no bending was observed during UV exposure, 

which became evident only between an EB polymerization dose of 2 and 

10 MGy. The bilayers bent towards the light source when illuminated with 

UV-light and reverted upon visible light exposure with excellent bond 

durability and reversible bending. The adhesive-free bilayer withstood 
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prolonged UV-exposure (for 5 hours), showing no signs of fatigue cracking 

or delamination, while the multi-layer composite with adhesive layer failed 

after only 10 minutes. 

As an alternative to using EB polymerization or filling porous PE, 

azobenzene derivatives can be adsorbed onto the surface of isotropic 

LDPE.80 Flexible PE substrates were initially rubbed with silicon carbide 

sandpaper to induce microgrooves as alignment layers for the 

chromophores.81 Then, the LDPE films were immersed in 

azobenzene/ethanol solutions. When removed from the solution, the cast 

composites had azobenzene mesogens adsorbed to its surface due to 

capillary action in the microgrooves. Unsubstituted and mono- and          

di-substituted hydroxy azobenzene had good alignments, defined as order 

parameters (S) exceeding 0.46. The order parameter was calculated from 

dichroism values derived from polarized absorption spectra, with a 

random alignment corresponding to S = 0 and perfect order to S = 1, 

respectively.38 However, only small deformations took place for the 

unsubstituted azobenzene, contrasting with the large and fast 

photomechanical responses of hydroxy substituted analogues. It was 

reported that an UV intensity > 100 mW/cm2 led to permanent damage 

to the surface of the photo-actuators. Well below this intensity (at            

20 mW/cm2), large photo-induced stresses of ~ 0.26 MPa were repeatedly 

generated indicating good fatigue resistance. 

Finally, a twisted PE fiber bundle actuator similar to the PA6.6 fiber 

actuator described earlier was able to generate a specific actuation stress 

of 2630 J/kg at only 4.5 % contraction.66 The twisted fibers were found 

to generate a high torque due to heat-driven reversible untwisting 

attributed to the negative axial and positive radial expansion of oriented 

polymer fibers.  
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1.4.4 Polypropylene-based actuators 

The second-most produced commodity polymer by volume after PE is PP. 

This semi-crystalline polymer is well-known to be exceptionally tough, 

durable, both chemically and heat resistant and hence finding application 

in furniture, labelling, packaging, ropes and specimen containers.82 

As with PE, oriented porous polymers may serve as flexible substrates, 

which serve to align LCs infiltrated into the pores. The nematic LC mixture 

used in reference 42, consisted of hydrogen-bonded carboxylic acid 

dimers, was used to fill the porous PP (~ 55 %) via capillary forces; the 

LC was subsequently photo-polymerized.83 Tensile tests revealed the 

composite became significantly tougher than the bare LCN film; the 

elongation-at-break (εb) improved from εb,LCN ~ 2 % to εb,composite ~          

225 %, which in terms of energy required for material failure was ~ 200 

times that of the LCN alone. The ductile films were made                

humidity-responsive by immersing them in a 0.1 M aqueous potassium 

hydroxide solution for 20 min. Cutting the film at an angle with respect to 

the nematic director altered the mode of deformation: as the initially flat 

strip absorbed moisture, swelling occurred predominantly in the 

perpendicular direction, directing the composite to bend, curl or twist. 

Double composite layers were prepared by filling two orthogonally placed 

substrates: it is noteworthy that these double-layered actuators 

demonstrated a handedness inversion in helicity at ~ 40 %RH. Without 

further details, the authors contemplate how these composite salts 

potentially could be integrated in soft piezo-electric materials making use 

of humidity fluctuations for energy harvesting.  

A hydrogel actuator solution cast onto biaxially oriented PP displayed 

humidity, temperature and infrared (IR) light responses.84 The 

commercially available PP substrate contained a poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) 

coating, facilitating anchoring of a cast borax cross-linked                     
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N1,N1-diethylethane-1,2-diamine-modified poly(vinyl alcohol)              

(PVA-DEEDA-borax) to the substrate. Sensitivity to fluctuating humidity 

and temperature levels influenced swelling of the hydrogel and hence bent 

the passive PP substrate. Similarly, IR light was used to photo-thermally  

 

Figure 1.10. Actuation of polypropylene-based actuators. A. A multi-responsive hydrogel actuator acting 

as a gripper in changing environmental conditions. Reproduced from 84 with permission from The Royal 

Society of Chemistry. B. A schematic of a spring-like motor with photographs demonstrating light-driven 

motion. The photo-responsive motor consists of an azobenzene-containing liquid crystal elastomer (ALCE) 

on top of a polypropylene (PP) film forming a helical ribbon which at the film ends is connected to 

polyurethane (PU) foam wheels. Reproduced with permission from 85. Copyright 2017 Wiley-VCH. 
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initiate de-swelling when going through the lower critical solution 

temperature (LCST). It was suggested that tetra-coordinated boron 

enhanced the swelling and de-swelling kinetics via charge repulsion which 

increased the free volume within the film network. In diverse 

experimental conditions (10 – 60 °C and 13 – 82 %RH, resp.) the actuator 

demonstrated large, reversible deformations ranging from -360° to 

+360°. Surprisingly, such bending was not observed when the substrate 

was coated with PVA, PVA-DEEDA or borax cross-linked PVA, implying the 

need to mix all three components for macroscopic motion. Several 3D 

shapes were constructed by connecting multiple bilayer actuators, 

resulting in shape changing numbers, grippers and artificial muscles to lift 

objects (Figure 1.10A).  

Autonomously propelling motors are of great scientific interest. An 

epoxide end-capped azobenzene was polymerized with dodecanedioic 

acid to establish an epoxy-acid-derived LCN. This network can be 

reprocessed via catalytic transesterification reactions at elevated 

temperatures and samples of specific thicknesses were prepared by 

compression molding at 180 °C. Stretching the film above its                   

Tg,LCN (~ 55 °C) aligned the mesogens in a monodomain fashion along the 

stretching direction.85 With increasing strain, the LCNs attained               

UV-induced stresses of ~ 4 MPa at ε = 100 % and ~ 7 MPa at ε = 200 %, 

and were found to be partially thermal in nature as the stress did not fully 

recover. Illuminating the stretched films with visible light further 

decreased the stress, approaching 0. It was assumed that the oriented 

smectic layers behaved as physical cross-links, which undergo            

trans-to-cis isomerization upon exposure to UV-light and partially trigger 

thermal cis-to-trans relaxation. The increase in trans population inevitably 

restores some order, though only part of the contractile force is 

recovered. Isomerization of the remaining cis content by exposing to 
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visible light further restored order and with that, stress recovery. These 

oriented azobenzene-doped LCNs were attached to biaxially oriented PP 

with an adhesive (conventional tape), and a wheel made by connecting 

the ends of the bilayer strip above Tg. Shining UV-light leads to 

asymmetry; exposing only one side evokes a contractive force which 

shifts the center of mass. Rolling directionality was determined by the 

position of the LCN; when located on the inner side of the wheel it rolled 

towards the LED, whereas placing it on the outer side caused rolling away 

from the light. This simple concept demonstrated that by preparing a 

helical ribbon end-linked to polyurethane (PU) foam wheels, a continuous, 

light-driven motion could be obtained akin to a spring-like motor      

(Figure 1.10B). A bilayer film was wrapped around a metal rod and shape-

fixed upon cooling into a helical ribbon. Not only did the ribbon show fast 

photo-controlled motion, but also the ability to reprocess the LCN using 

exchangeable chemical bonds. 

Complex pathways are commonly followed to obtain stimuli-responsive 

garments. PP fabric was functionalized by physical adsorption of a 

poly[di(ethyelene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate-co-

pentafluorophenyl acrylate] (P(DEGMA-co-PFPA)) precursor.86                    

Post-polymerization modification of the precursor took place at the 

reactive pentafluorophenyl ester, which was replaced with a                   

light-responsive azobenzene. The azobenzene-containing copolymer was 

spin-coated onto PP fabric from solution and dried in an oven, yielding a 

bilayer actuator. The 1 x 10 mm2 freestanding fabric rapidly bent over 70° 

within < 2 seconds when exposed to UV at two different positions. 

Unfortunately, unbending did not occur on a similar timescale; the bent 

state did not revert even after exposure with visible light for an hour. 

However, when the bilayer was stored at 50 °C, the initial shape 

recovered within 10 minutes, showing reversible actuation was possible. 
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1.5 Aim and outline of this thesis 

Intriguing work on stimuli-responsive commodity polymer-based 

actuators has been highlighted, disclosing how dynamic functionalities are 

introduced in commodity polymers by blending in low molecular weight 

additives or through applying thin coatings. The research demonstrates 

how diverse thermoplastics can be and what great promise commodity 

polymers hold in high-end, high-value applications ranging from adaptive 

textiles to (soft) robotics and/or medical devices. However, as can be 

concluded form this review, the use of industrial relevant processes to 

fabricate these shape changing polymers has been less investigated.  

This thesis explores how stimuli-responsive commodity polymer actuators 

could be fabricated without requiring major modifications to the existing 

industrial infrastructure. Industrially relevant processing techniques, such 

as spray-coating and additive blending, are employed to introduce 

responsiveness to conventional commodity polymers.  

In Chapter 2, LCs are spray-applied onto commercially available, oriented 

PA6 films to generate a dual-responsive bilayer actuator: a humidity 

sensitive PA6 layer is combined with a temperature sensitive LCN. The 

simultaneous interaction of both temperature and humidity on a LCN/PA6 

actuator is investigated in detail to get a better understanding on how 

interconnected stimuli can lead to programmed environmentally adaptive 

commodity polymers.  

More complex responses to humidity can be programmed in PA6 by 

controlling the in-plane twist rotation of the LCN coating by the addition 

of chiral molecules to the LC layer (Chapter 3). The chiral nematic LCs are 

spray-applied, self-organized and polymerized into a network locking in a 

through-depth director profile. This LCN twisting is mirrored in its 
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humidity response, which is fully determined by swelling of the PA6 

substrate.  

Chapter 4 describes how photo-actuators with intricate starting 

geometries can be repeatedly reprogrammed by combining a 

thermoplastic PET substrate with an azobenzene-doped LCN. Inherent to 

thermoplastic polymers, the initial shape of the actuator can be thermally 

programmed alongside light responsiveness. The moldable actuator offers 

endless possibilities for easy engineering of shape changing materials with 

pre-designed geometries manifesting multiple modes of actuation. 

In Chapter 5, unique azobenzene bearing symmetrically attached PE 

(C78) side chains are embedded into ultra-high molecular weight 

polyethylene (UHMWPE). The ultra-drawn UHMWPE films are periodically 

illuminated employing UV and visible light sources demonstrating     

photo-mechanical responses at low strain.  

A projection into future applications of stimuli-responsive commodity 

polymers is provided in the technology assessment (Chapter 6) along with 

additional directions for future work.  
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  Chapter 2 

Unravelling humidity-gated, temperature-responsive 

bilayer actuators  

 

 

 

 

Abstract. By spraying liquid crystal mixtures onto stretched polyamide 6 

(PA6) substrates, dual-responsive heat/humidity bilayer actuators are 

generated. The oriented PA6 guides the self-organization of the liquid 

crystal monomers into monodomain, anisotropic liquid crystal networks. 

The bilayer responds to changes in the environmental relative humidity, 

resulting in bending of the actuator with the liquid crystal network inside 

the curvature. In contrast, in conditions of constant high humidity          

(80 %RH), increasing the temperature triggers the liquid crystal network 

coating to bend the bilayer in the opposing direction. The dual-

responsivity to changes in environmental humidity and temperature is 

examined in detail and discussed theoretically to elucidate the humidity-

gated, temperature-responsive properties of the actuator, a competition 

between thermal and humidity expansion coefficients. 

 

This chapter is partly reproduced from Verpaalen, R. C. P.;                 

Souren, A. E. J.; Debije, M. G.; Engels, T. A. P.; Bastiaansen, C. W. M.; 

Schenning, A. P. H. J. Soft Matter 2020, 16 (11), 2753–2759. 
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2.1 Introduction 

Advances in the field of stimuli-responsive actuators have led to the 

development of autonomously actuating systems triggered by 

environmental changes in pH, light, temperature and/or relative 

humidity.1-3 The source of inspiration for these artificial actuators is found 

in nature, which features an impressive number of adaptive structures 

that respond to environmental changes.4,5 Pine cones and feather grass, 

for example, liberate their seeds following different mechanisms: in dry 

conditions the pine cone scales open up and release their seeds, while 

members of the Stipa genus drill their seed into the soil at high 

humidity.6,7 These shape changes have set standards for environmentally 

adaptive materials, showing promise for the fabrication of adaptive 

windows, facades and smart textiles for example.8,9 Commodity polymers 

are appealing for fabricating these materials, since they are                   

well-characterized, robust, and adding programmed responsivity will 

extend their range of applications.  

In present literature, numerous stimuli-responsive commodity materials 

have been developed that respond to changes in environmental 

temperature or humidity.10,11 These often multi-layer materials are 

commonly employed to obtain macroscopic bending, twisting or even 

rolling.12-14 Yet, selecting the proper operating conditions is key to 

obtaining precise mechanical motions as temperature closely correlates 

to environmental relative humidity. This constraint is oftentimes 

circumvented by examining actuation under isothermal or constant 

humidity conditions.15,16 The simultaneous interaction of both temperature 

and humidity on adaptive structures has been less explored, even though 

a better understanding of interconnected stimuli may lead to programmed 

environmentally adaptive materials.17,18 Recent publications addressing 

the interplay of (photo)thermal and humidity reveal that a constant, high 
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humidity is crucial in facilitating thermal response of the fabricated 

materials.19,20 

In this chapter, the dual-responsivity of the bilayer actuators based on 

the temperature sensitive liquid crystal network (LCN) and a humidity 

sensitive PA6 layer is exploited by examining the anisotropic mechanical 

properties of the separate layers as simultaneous functions of 

temperature and humidity, the results serving as input for simple beam 

bending analysis. The scalable method of fabricating anisotropic bilayer 

actuators opens new routes towards robust, controlled stimulus sensitive 

films or fibers in pre-defined environmental conditions. 

2.2 Results and discussion 

2.2.1 Stimuli-responsive bilayer actuators 

The dual-responsive bilayer actuators were produced by combining a      

15 µm PA6 layer with a 4 µm LCN coating. The PA6 substrate was first 

cleaned with isopropanol, cut and taped to a 5 x 5 cm2 glass slide. A flow 

of dry nitrogen removed water molecules from the PA6 prior to coating 

with a thin reactive mesogens (RM) layer, which is then                        

photo-polymerized with UV-light to obtain a cross-linked network.    

Photo-polymerization took place in the nematic phase (T < 58 °C). Bilayer 

strips of 20 x 3 mm2 were cut from the larger films to study their 

deformation in response to temperature and humidity.21  

Self-alignment of the LCN is verified by polarized optical micrographs: a 

homogenous black image results when the alignment direction of the 

sample is parallel to one of the polarizers, and the characteristic bright 

image is obtained with the samples rotated 45° with respect to the 

polarizers. The LCN aligns planar at the PA6 interface and homeotropically 

at the air interface to minimize the surface free energy, an alignment that  
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is commonly termed ‘splay’. Polarized Fourier transform infrared 

spectroscopy was utilized to probe the optical anisotropy of the benzene 

rings and verify the splay molecular orientation.12,22  

The LCN/PA6 bilayers are pre-bent at room temperature with the LCN on 

the outer diameter of the curvature – the inverse radius. This initial 

curvature results from the photo-polymerization conditions of the LCN 

film: the LC is photo-polymerized at 45 °C and ~ 0 %RH before being 

exposed to lab conditions (20 °C and ~ 55 %RH, respectively). The order 

of the LCN coating increases as it is cooled, and thus expands along the 

alignment direction (see Figure 2.1), resulting in the PA6 being on the 

inside of the curvature.1 

 

Figure 2.1. Isothermal deformations of a 20 x 3 x 0.019 mm3 LCN/PA6 actuator at two humidity levels, 

7.5 and 80 %RH. 

The pre-bent LCN/PA6 bilayer actuators were exposed to varying humidity 

levels and temperatures. At low humidity and room temperature            

(7.5 %RH, 20 °C), upon gradually increasing the humidity level the 

humidity sensitive PA6 dominates the actuation process, inverting the 

curvature so the PA6 ends up on the outside at high (80 %RH) humidity 

(Figure 2.1).  
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Figure 2.2. The 20 x 3 x 0.019 mm3 LCN/PA6 bilayer actuators exposed to different humidity and 

temperatures. A. Thermal deformations of a bilayer strip in conditions of constant relative humidity           

(5 %RH). B. Humidity-gated thermal actuation of the bilayer is displayed at 80 %RH. The white dashed 

lines indicate positive or negative bending angles, . In the schematic illustration, the trilayer is illustrated 

in which the homeotropic and planar regions of the splay LCN and parallel PA6 layers are indicated, and 

each demonstrates different expansion characteristics upon heating. C. The bending angle of the bilayer 

actuators as a function of the applied stimuli depicted in the legend. 

At constant humidity (5 %RH), the LCN is on the outer diameter of the 

curvature (Figure 2.2A). Heating the bilayer did not show macroscopic 

actuation. At a thickness ratio of dLCN/dPA6 ~ 0.3, this observation might 
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be expected as the 4 µm thin LCN coating is unable to bend the much 

thicker 15 µm PA6 substrate. However, at high constant humidity           

(80 %RH) thermal actuation is observed (Figure 2.2B), as PA6 binds 

significant amounts of moisture, revealing a humidity-gated thermal 

response of the bilayer.23 This dual-responsiveness towards changes in 

surrounding humidity and/or temperature levels is depicted in Figure 2.2C 

(with positive bending angle  defined as PA6 being on the inner diameter 

of the curvature and negative with PA6 on the outer side). 

2.2.2 Single layer characterization 

In order to understand the humidity-gated temperature response of the 

bilayer actuator, the individual mechanical properties of the LCN and PA6 

layers were characterized. Freestanding LCN and PA6 films were studied 

with dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA). Films were cut both parallel and 

perpendicular to the orientation direction to measure storage moduli (E), 

damping (or energy dissipation), tan δ, and dimensional changes, strain 

(ε), as a function of both relative humidity and temperature. Heating both 

of the polymer films significantly affects the anisotropic mechanical 

properties, including the storage modulus E, tan δ, and the expansion, ε 

(see Figure 2.3). The addition of thermal energy leads to a contraction 

along the director (εx < 0) and perpendicular expansion (εy > 0).24 It is 

evident that the storage moduli of the component layers drop 

considerably after a threshold temperature: PA6 drops nearly ten-fold, 

and the LCN decreases by a factor of 100 (Figure 2.3A). It is important to 

note that semi-crystalline PA6 has both crystalline and amorphous 

regions. The crystalline regions remain unaffected as the amorphous 

phase goes through the Tg and, therefore, restricts the decrease in PA6 

modulus to the GPa range. In contrast, the LCN undergoes a transition 

from a glassy to a rubber-like material, explaining the steep decrease in 

elastic modulus. The tan δ peaks in Figure 2.3B are typically used to 
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detect molecular motion within a polymer, including the glassy to rubbery 

state transition.25 The Tg of both LCN and PA6 are found to be centered at 

Tg,LCN ~ 49 °C and Tg,PA6 ~ 88 °C. With increasing temperature, the 

polymers gain significant molecular mobility, meaning that there are less 

conformational restrictions, driving the network towards a random coil 

conformation, leading to contraction parallel (εx) and expansion 

perpendicular (εy) to the director orientation. Figure 2.3C highlights the 

expansion coefficients of both polymers. Starting in the glassy state, 

strain values are small due to the restricted molecular motion of polymer 

chains. Around Tg, the polymer chains gain more segmental motion and 

expansion coefficients significantly increase in magnitude. The magnitude 

of contraction/expansion from oriented PA6 significantly diverges from 

that of the LCN as the methyl-substituent in C6M sterically hinders 

packing.24,25 

 

Figure 2.3. A. Storage moduli (E) in GPa of PA6 (black symbols) and the LCN (red symbols) measured 

parallel (filled symbols) and perpendicular (open symbols) to the LC alignment direction, plotted as a 

function of temperature. B. The anisotropic tan delta (δ) values of both PA6 and LCN films. C. Thermal 

expansion coefficients parallel (filled symbols) and perpendicular (open symbols) to the alignment 

direction. 

The E, tan δ and ε-values for the individual LCN and PA6 freestanding 

films were also measured as a function of relative humidity, and displayed 

in Figure 2.4. There are distinct differences between the responses of the 

LCN and PA6. The oriented PA6 has amorphous and crystalline blocks with 

polymer chains linked by intermolecular hydrogen bonds. In addition, free 

amide groups ab- and de-sorb water molecules, which in turn softens and 
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expands/contracts the polymer matrix. The hydrophilic nature of PA6 is 

evident as E diminishes when moisture is absorbed at room temperature 

(RT).23 Dried PA6 has Exx = 4.3 GPa and Eyy = 3.5 GPa at room 

temperature, while at 80 %RH Exx and Eyy are reduced to 0.8 and 1.0 GPa, 

respectively. Figure 4B shows that moisture absorption at room 

temperature results in a humidity induced Tg,PA6 at ~ 50 %RH. Effectively, 

humidity and temperature act equivalently in PA6, as at constant 

temperature the environmental humidity level induces a glass-to-rubber 

transition.26 In contrast, in the LCN the moduli remain quite stable to 

changes of humidity; no Tg,LCN was detected from the tan δ versus relative 

humidity plot. Still, humidity does appear to influence the LCN          

(Figure 2.4C).27 Nevertheless, PA6 swells up to more than 3% of its initial 

length, significantly more than the LCN. In humid environments, water 

molecules penetrate into the amorphous regions of PA6 and hydrogen 

bond to the polymer backbone or occupy voids: the anisotropic swelling 

of oriented PA6 is mainly attributed to the distribution of alternating 

crystalline and amorphous regions along the orientation directions.23  

 

Figure 2.4. A. Storage moduli (E) of the hydrophilic PA6 (black symbols) and LCN (red symbols) films 

as a function of relative humidity. B. The tan δ of PA6 and LCN freestanding films. C. Anisotropic 

coefficients of humidity expansion given as strain-values (ε). 

In Figure 2.5A-C, mechanical properties (E, tan δ and ε) are displayed as 

a function of temperature at 80 %RH. Under these conditions, i.e. high 

humidity and at elevated temperature, PA6 is examined above its Tg, with 

little impact on the E and tan δ-values. Humidity and temperature can be 
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used interchangeably to shift through Tg,PA6 by changing the absorbed 

moisture content to access rubbery mechanical properties: the capacity 

to retain moisture by hydrogen bonding decreases modestly as the 

temperature increases.28,29 These H-bonded water molecules force apart 

crystalline blocks in PA6, impacting mechanical properties. Hence, a 

reduced capacity to bind water molecules increases polymer-polymer 

interactions, preserving a relatively high modulus of ~ 600 MPa at 80 °C 

and a larger thermal expansion parallel with respect to dry conditions. In 

contrast, the LCN layer is slightly swollen by the absorption of moisture 

and therefore tends to lower its moduli, Exx and Eyy, as well as the Tg. 

Anisotropic thermal expansion is slightly amplified in a humid 

environment compared to dry conditions (εx ~ 4 % and εy ~ 2.5 %, resp.), 

which is believed to assist during humidity-gated actuation. 

 
Figure 2.5. A. Storage moduli (E) in GPa of polyamide 6 (PA6, black symbols) and the LCN (red symbols) 

measured parallel (filled symbols) and perpendicular (open symbols) to the LC alignment direction, 

plotted as a function of temperature at 80 %RH. B. The anisotropic tan delta (δ) values of both PA6 and 

LCN films. C. Thermal expansion coefficients parallel (filled symbols) and perpendicular (open symbols) 

to the alignment direction. 

2.2.3. Working mechanism 

With the detailed knowledge of the physical characteristics of the 

individual layers, the interplay between the thermal and humidity 

responses of the bilayer films was examined using a classical approach to 

approximate curvature (1/ρ) changes in response to a stimulus described 

in Timoshenko’s beam bending theory.30 The theory factors in modulus 

ratio (n), thickness ratio (m), the total thickness (h) and the mismatch in 
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expansion coefficients (ε) when a bilayer is submitted to environmental 

alterations.31 Here, we interchangeably use heat or relative humidity as 

stimulus t, reflecting the experimental conditions that provoked the 

changes of curvature. At equilibrium conditions: 

Equation 2.1   
1

𝜌
=  

6∙(𝛼2−𝛼1)∙(𝑡−𝑡0) ∙(1+𝑚)2

ℎ ∙(3∙(1+𝑚)2+(1+𝑚∙𝑛)∙(𝑚2+ 
1

𝑚∙𝑛
))

  

The theory is generally applicable only to isotropic systems, which is 

contrasting to the bilayer presented in this paper. However, in view of the 

high aspect ratio of the films, we assume material properties along the 

length of the strips dominate, i.e. in the x-direction (see Figure 2.3-2.5). 

The analysis also assumes an initial flat strip that deflects when subjected 

to a stimulus, which differs from the experimentally observed pre-bend in 

Figure 2.1 and 2.2. In these experiments/calculations only one parameter 

was varied, for example the humidity level was kept constant while the 

temperature was gradually increased. Table 2.1 lists the input values used 

in this analysis and the resultant outcomes. The modulus and expansion 

coefficients for the splay LCN are considered to be isotropic in nature; as 

the symmetric rod-like molecules gradually rotate out-of-plane             

(x,z-plane) the thermomechanical properties contribute equally in all 

directions:24,25 

Equation 2.2   𝜀𝐿𝐶𝑁 =  
𝜀𝑥+2 ∙ 𝜀𝑦

3
 

The trends correspond to the experimental observations: for example, at 

a constant 5 %RH, the curvature scarcely changes when the temperature 

is raised to 80 °C. In contrast, the curvature increases dramatically when 

the humidity level is isothermally increased, whereas a temperature 

increase at 80 %RH generates only a small curvature.  
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Table 2.1. The deflection of a bilayer strip approximated using a classical beam bending theory under 

various experimental conditions, either at constant relative humidity or temperature. The input 

parameters of both liquid crystal network (LCN) and polyamide 6 (PA6) are defined at equilibrium 

conditions. The resulting curvature, 1/ρ, is indicative for the deflection with respect to an initially flat 

strip. 

Stimulus 
ELCN  

(GPa) 

EPA6  

(GPa) 

εLCN  

(%) 

εPA6  

(%) 

1/ρ  

(mm-1) 
Figure 

5 → 80 %RH 

20 °C 
1.17 0.73 0.027 3.14 187.48 2.1 

20 → 80 °C 

5 %RH 
0.025 1.80 0.20 -0.071 -0.49 2.2A 

20 → 60 °C 

80 %RH 
0.016 0.40 0.19 -0.35 -2.76 2.2B 

 

The magnitude of deformations, defined as 1/ρ at equilibrium conditions, 

deviates from experimental observations, yet more detailed information 

regarding thermomechanical properties of the splay LCN could bridge the 

gap.32 The 1-dimensional beam bending theory may assist in 

approximating macroscopic deformations of high aspect ratio films, but 

the anisotropic nature of the constituent layers and through-depth 

alignment are likely to significantly impact the magnitude of deformations.  

In essence, mesoscopic thermomechanical characterization of uniaxial 

LCN layers cannot completely describe humidity-gated deformations of 

the intrinsically complex splay aligned networks.33 The gradual change in 

alignment likely requires in-situ characterization of anisotropic material 

properties combined with sophisticated finite element modelling to 

thoroughly predict humidity-gated deformations.34 Nevertheless, 

analyzing the bilayer using the anisotropic mechanical properties of 

separate layers as input for the beam bending theory provides helpful 

information in designing future materials. In the LCN/PA6 bilayer 
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actuators, thermal actuation of the LCN must compete with swelling of 

the hydrophilic PA6 base layer. The mismatch in expansion coefficients 

under different experimental conditions leads to differential bending of 

these bilayers. In the schematic illustration of Figure 2.2B, the splay LCN 

can be subdivided into a homeotropic and planar layer that are ‘stacked’, 

effectively forming a ‘trilayer’ with the PA6.34 In humidity-gated 

conditions, the PA6 layer in the pre-bent strip readily starts to desorb 

moisture when heated, leading to contraction of the bulk polymer. 

Synergistically, thermal expansion of the homeotropic region of the LCN 

should assist the macroscopic deformation towards PA6.33 The final 

bending state assumed by the bilayer is the result of the competition 

between expansion coefficients for the two layers, the thermal expansion 

of the LCN countering the humidity-induced expansion of the PA6.  

The exploration of anisotropic mechanical properties in oriented LCN and 

PA6 substrates has given new insights in the construction of                 

multi-responsive bilayer actuators. Surprisingly, moisture does not 

deteriorate the storage moduli Exx and Eyy of the LCN. PA6 is itself 

extremely sensitive to changes in humidity level. Thermally, the 

mechanical properties of both the LCN and PA6 diminish as they approach 

the glass transition regions at 49 °C and 88 °C, respectively. Both oriented 

materials contract in the orientation direction and expand orthogonally. 

Above 50 °C the storage moduli for both components diverge 

considerably, differing close to a factor 100 at elevated temperatures. In 

conditions of constant relative humidity (80 %RH), thermal anisotropic 

material properties of the LCN and PA6 have been preserved: moduli are 

in the MPa range and thermal expansion of the LCN > PA6. 

This work is a first step towards a well-tuned bilayer system, in which the 

relative thicknesses of the two components of the bilayer are carefully 

chosen; the combined material properties of thermal and humidity 
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sensitivity could be exploited in applications such as stimuli-responsive 

garments, surgical tools or even soft robotics. A significant increase in the 

elongation at break (εb) of LCN films is found in the alignment direction of 

such composite materials.13,21 To find application in devices, the 

magnitude of motions attained should be increased. One way to tune the 

bilayer properties is via selection of the RM composition. For example, 

preliminary work has found that LCN systems which consist only of 

diacrylates (the current system consists of only 25% diacrylates and 75% 

monoacrylates) swell up to only εx and εy values of 0.15 %.21 Such 

changes in the composition results in a network with higher cross-link 

density, which translates to higher elastic moduli and Tg’s, which could 

dramatically affect the bending characteristics of the bilayers.  

2.3 Conclusions 

Mechanically robust monodomain bilayer actuators have been prepared 

by spray-coating LCs on a stretched commodity polymer PA6 substrate. 

The RMs autonomously align onto the oriented PA6, and gradually rotate 

to homeotropic at the air interface, resulting in a splay alignment. 

Isothermally, the bilayer responds relatively strongly to changes in 

humidity, with extension by the PA6. In constant low RH (5 %), the bilayer 

film curvature remains unchanged as temperature increases, whereas in 

more humid conditions (80 %RH) the elastic moduli of PA6 is sufficiently 

lowered, resulting in humidity-gated deformation of the bilayer as the 

temperature increases.  

The experimental observations were approximated using beam bending 

theory. Mechanical properties, determined with dynamic mechanical 

analysis, served as the input values to approximate the deflections of 

LCN/PA6 bilayer strips under various experimental conditions. We believe 

that by combining detailed knowledge of material properties and 1D beam 

bending theory, simple tools are provided to assist in the development of 
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stimuli-responsive commodity polymers. As the fabrication method is not 

limited to PA6, other oriented commodity polymers could easily be 

functionalized by spraying liquid crystal coatings. Following similar 

procedures, careful evaluation of material properties in response to 

interconnected stimuli, such as temperature and humidity, could be 

exploited to extend their range of applications, for example in           

stimuli-responsive garments, surgical tools or even soft robotics. 

2.4 Experimental details 

Materials 

The thermo-responsive LC mixture was prepared using 75 wt.% of 

monomer 4-methoxybenzoic acid 4-(6-acryloyloxy-hexyloxy)phenyl ester 

(Synthon), 24 wt.% covalent cross-linker 1,4-bis-[4-(6-

acryloyloxyhexyloxy)benzoyloxy]-2-methylbenzene (Merck), and 1 wt.% 

of photo-initiator phenylbis(2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl)phosphine oxide 

(Merck) dissolved in dichloromethane, stirred for an hour at 80 °C, and 

subsequently dried in a vacuum oven (80 °C, overnight). PA6 substrates 

were acquired from Goodfellow UK, and serve as the templates on which 

the LCs self-organize. All reagents were used as received. 

Methods 

Freestanding LCN films. Freestanding LCN films were produced by 

capillary force filling 30 x 30 mm2, 70 µm gap glass cells prepared with 

anti-parallel rubbed polyimide alignment layers. The nematic phase was 

fixed by UV photo-polymerization (20 mW/cm2 from an EXFO lamp for 

600 seconds under nitrogen) at 45 °C followed by a post-curing step,      

20 minutes at 130 °C. The solid LCN films were carefully removed from 

the cells.  
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LCN/PA6 bilayers. LCN/PA6-bilayer actuators were prepared by dissolving 

the LC mixture in a 1:5 wt. ratio with xylene (Sigma Aldrich). An AMI 200 

airbrush was employed to apply a ~ 4 µm LCN coating using N2 as carrier 

gas at 1 bar on pre-dried PA6 substrates, and subsequently                 

photo-polymerized.  

Shape morphing of 20 x 3 mm2 bilayer films in response to changes in 

relative humidity (RH) and temperature was measured using a 

DataPhysics HGC 30 humidity chamber. Changing humidity levels was 

accomplished by using an integrated flow rate controller that fed dry and 

humid nitrogen gas. A second humidity sensor (Vaisala HM42 probe) was 

placed inside the chamber to verify the RH and temperature. Images were 

recorded with a smartphone camera and the images were analyzed using 

ImageJ open access software. 

Characterization 

Polarized optical micrographs were taken with a Leica DM2700 M to 

examine the alignment of the LCN films. The anisotropic mechanical 

properties of freestanding polymer films were measured on a TA 

instruments Q800 dynamic mechanical analyzer (DMA) equipped with a 

humidity chamber. Films of 10 x 5.3 mm2 were mounted in a controlled 

environment. Elastic moduli (E) and tan δ values were measured at a 

single frequency (1 Hz) and a 10 µm amplitude. Expansion coefficients 

were determined in controlled force experiments, where reversible 

changes in length were measured as a function of a thermal or humidity 

stimulus. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) measurements 

were performed on a Varian 610 spectrophotometer. Calorimetric 

experiments were carried out on a TA Instruments DSC Q1000. Cross-

sectional scanning electron micrographs were recorded under vacuum 

with a JSM-IT100 (JEOL). 
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  Chapter 3 

Programmable helical twisting in oriented humidity-

responsive bilayer films generated by spray-coating of 

a chiral nematic liquid crystal 

 

 

 

 

Abstract. A facile method is presented that generates humidity-driven 

helical twisting in thin, oriented polyamide 6 (PA6) films by spray-coating 

of a chiral nematic liquid crystal network (LCN). The LCN is self-aligned 

directed by the PA6 substrate surface, and the internal twist angle of the 

LCN coating provides the direction and extent of twisting for the 

expanding PA6 substrates. The handedness and magnitude of helical 

twisting in the bilayer film can be finely programmed by the degree of 

twist in the thin LCN layer. This straightforward spray-coating process and 

self-alignment of the liquid crystals (LCs) is compatible with                  

high-throughput industrial manufacturing processes and is applicable to 

other stretched commodity polymers. 

 

This chapter is partly reproduced from Verpaalen, R. C. P.; Debije, M. G.; 

Bastiaansen, C. W. M.; Halilović, H.; Engels, T. A. P.;                    

Schenning, A. P. H. J., J. Mater. Chem. A 2018, 6 (36), 17724–17729. 
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3.1 Introduction 

Stimuli-responsive, shape changing polymers are currently receiving a lot 

of attention. Such polymers typically respond to (environmental) stimuli 

such as light, heat or humidity. When anisotropic polymers are used, 

these soft actuators demonstrate anisotropic expansion/contraction. 

Typically, bilayer actuators are fabricated to obtain a bending deformation 

as a result of the mismatch in expansion coefficients between the two 

layers.1-3 In bending humidity-responsive bilayer actuators, a hydrogel 

layer is often used to affect the ab- and desorption of moisture. Swelling 

and shrinkage of a hydrogel layer frequently account for (large) 

macroscopic actuations, but provide limited mechanical strength.4,5 

Appealing future applications, such as smart textiles and soft robotics, 

require more robust materials and preferably other deformations than 

simple bending. Macroscopic helical twisting motion, for example, is 

known to substantially reduce the axial length of a helix due to winding 

of the bilayer strip and is frequently generated by cutting oriented 

(sometimes bilayer) films at an angle to the alignment direction.6-9 To 

control this helical twisting, one needs to cut bilayer films at different 

angles. Therefore, it would be appealing to develop a more practical, 

straightforward method of generating these twists more compatible with 

high-throughput industrial manufacturing processes. 

Previously in Chapter 2, a bilayer actuator was reported comprising of 

oriented polyamide 6 (PA6) and an aligned nematic liquid crystalline 

coating that bends due to the ab- and desorption of moisture. PA6 is 

humidity-responsive: typically, humidity sensitive polymer films expand 

in all directions as moisture is absorbed, though several researchers have 

designed bilayer actuators that directed the macroscopic response to 

humidity.10-13 We now present an easy, one step method to obtain 

humidity-responsive helical twisting bilayer actuators comprised of 
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oriented PA6 substrates topped by a chiral nematic liquid crystal network 

(LCN). A simple spray gun is employed to apply a twist-aligned LCN          

(0 < Ɵ < 90°) coating that directs the humidity-driven expansion of the 

bilayer into a helical curl. This technique allows access to a range of                        

3-dimensional deformations. The humidity-responsive PA6 films are 

potentially interesting for fabricating smart textiles and generate a 

toolbox to functionalize conventional fabrics, for example.14 

3.2 Results and discussion 

For the preparation of the humidity-responsive actuators that show 

reversible helical twisting, a chiral nematic LC mixture was spray-applied 

onto oriented PA6 using xylene as a solvent for the monomers         

(Scheme 3.1A-B). Xylene was selected because it is a non-solvent for the 

PA6 substrate. The LCs subsequently self-aligned using the stretched PA6 

as the alignment layer. The LCs were then photo-polymerized to obtain 

bilayer actuators. Polarized optical micrographs revealed that the LCNs 

containing no chiral dopant align at the PA6 interface. While the film is 

oriented planar at the PA6-interface, the LC tends to reduce surface free 

energy by gradually rotating through the film depth to attain homeotropic 

alignment (that is, out-of-plane) at the air interface, and therefore can be 

considered as a splay alignment.15 A homogeneous black state appears 

between crossed polarizers as the PA6 orientation direction was aligned 

with one of the polarizers while in-plane sample rotation of the sample 

results in a bright state, indicating alignment. For practical reasons, 4 µm 

LCN coatings were applied.  

The helical twisting of the bilayer is controlled by the precise amount of a 

right-handed chiral dopant added from a xylene stock solution to the LC 

mixture concentration, the dopant HTP and thickness of the LCN layer. 

The LCN of the prepared bilayer actuators had in-plane rotation angles 

between 0° and 135°. Scanning electron micrographs of the cryogenically 
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fractured bilayers verified a total cross-sectional thickness of 19 µm.16 

Ribbons of 20 x 3 x 0.019 mm3 along the PA6 orientation direction were 

exposed to various humidity levels. The anisotropic LCN/PA6 bilayer 

actuators will be referred to as BA.θ, with θ specifying the in-plane LC 

twist between the base and surface layers. As humidity increases, PA6 is 

expected to expand, and, directed by the twisted LCN layer, develops 

curvature with the LCN on the inside of the curvature (Scheme 3.1C). 

 
Scheme 3.1. The preparation procedure of the bilayer actuators based on commercially available 

oriented PA6 films. A. The chemical structures of the liquid crystal molecules and photo-initiator in the 

LC mixture. B. A strip of PA6 is taped to a glass slide, a liquid crystal coating is spray-applied and 

subsequently photo-polymerized in the nematic phase. C. Schematic illustrations that highlight the      

step-wise 3D deformation into a helix as the humidity level rises. 
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The humidity response of an LCN/PA6 bilayer with a 45° twist through the 

film depth (BA.45) was examined first (see Figure 3.1A). From a stock 

solution, 0.06 wt.% of the chiral dopant was added to the nematic LC 

mixture. The right-handed chiral dopant added to the LC mixture rotates 

the LC director 45° counter-clockwise in-plane. The UV-cured bilayer 

ribbon was mounted in a humidity chamber at room temperature and the 

humidity level was changed step-wise.  

 
Figure 3.1. The evolution of 3D shape morphing in the LCN/PA6 bilayer actuator BA.45. A. At low 

humidity the 20 x 3 x 0.019 mm3 strip is pre-bent towards the LCN side. The in-plane director rotation in 

the LCN coating winds the bilayer as the humidity level is gradually increased and PA6 absorbs moisture. 

At 80 %RH a right-handed helix has formed. The scale bar equals 3 mm. B. Humidity-driven deformations 

change the diameter of the sample. The inverse diameter (in mm-1) is plotted as a function of relative 

humidity. C. The inverse pitch, the inverse distance needed to rotate 360°, versus relative humidity in 

BA.45 samples. 

The macroscopic deformations in these humidity-driven systems are 

described in terms of changes in the inverse diameter and pitch, which is 

the inverse length to make a 360° twist, as a function of the relative 

humidity. At higher humidity (80 %), the inverse pitch is extracted from 

the well-defined helical shape. The inverse pitch at low humidity levels is 

determined by extrapolation (in Figure 3.1B-C). It was anticipated that 

significant swelling of the oriented PA6 substrate, predominantly along 
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the stretching direction, was directed by the counter-clockwise LC coating 

orientation to form a right-handed helix (see Scheme 3.1C). In Figure 3.1, 

this 3-dimensional deformation was observed as more moisture is fed into 

the humidity chamber and the helix gradually forms and tightens. 

 

Figure 3.2. LCN/PA6 bilayer actuators macroscopically deform as the surrounding humidity level 

changes. The in-plane twist angle Ɵ is a key parameter to enable the formation of helices in response to 

humidity changes. The recorded images are taken at different humidity levels and highlight bending or 

helical motion as Ɵ varies. 

To see if the helical twisting in the PA6 film can be programmed by the 

LCN coating, the chiral dopant concentration was adjusted to vary the    

in-plane twist angle through the LCN film depth. Figure 3.2 demonstrates 

that both bending and helical twisting motions are accessible by altering 

the in-plane LCN director rotation. At low humidity, all bilayer actuators 

are nearly straight. In more humid environments the bilayers begin to 

macroscopically deform within seconds and reach maximum twist within 
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minutes (for example, a film moving from 5 to 60 %RH completes 

deformation within 2 minutes).16 Over a three-day period, it was observed 

that bilayer films only lost minor curvature when maintained at constant, 

elevated humidity levels.  

The inverse pitches at 60 and 80 %RH are plotted in Figure 3.3 as a 

function of director rotation. The samples BA.0 and BA.90 both bent as 

PA6 swells predominantly along its orientation direction and follows the 

path of least resistance. The grey regions in the Figure correspond to bent 

bilayers in which the inverse pitch goes to infinity. In contrast, at twist 

angles of 0 < θ < 90°, helical deformation was observed. The largest 

macroscopic deformation was found in samples with a 45° in-plane twist, 

(BA.45).12,17,18 Moreover, for twist angles greater than 90°, it is expected 

that the deformations become smaller because the average in-plane 

modulus increases as twist angles become larger, resulting in increased 

resistance to deformation at high twists.  

 

Figure 3.3. The inverse pitch, an inverse length needed for the bilayer to rotate 360° at 60 %RH (red 

diamonds) and at 80 %RH (black diamonds), plotted against the in-plane twist angle θ. The grey areas 

indicate where the inverse pitch approaches infinity. 
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To understand the programmed helical twisting in more detail, the 

humidity induced shape and mechanical changes of both PA6 and LCN 

films were studied with dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA). The impact 

of moisture absorption on the mechanical properties of oriented PA6 and 

LCN films was measured both parallel (x-direction) and perpendicular    

(y-direction) to the alignment direction.16 PA6 absorbs moisture from the 

environment, which forms H-bonds with the amide moieties in the 

backbone. As most of the binding sites are occupied, available free volume 

is filled with water molecules, resulting in plasticization.19 This plasticizing 

effect has a dramatic impact on the mechanical properties: in dry 

conditions, the storage modulus Exx ~ 4 GPa drops to ~ 0.7 GPa at            

80 %RH, for example. The maximum tan δ-value is found at 55 %RH, 

defining a humidity induced glass transition temperature at 20 °C.16 In 

contrast, the bare LCN films did not show softening at higher humidity. 

Moisture accumulation affects the length of the two films: the LCN swells 

minimally, reaching isotropic strain-values of only 0.15 % at 80 %RH. In 

contrast, PA6 elongates up to 2.8 % along the orientation direction, and 

1.3 % in the transverse direction.20 Based on this data, it can be 

concluded that changes in environmental humidity result in the uptake or 

loss of water from only PA6, resulting in elongation or shortening of the 

length of the PA6 film, respectively, forcing the combined LCN/PA6 bilayer 

to bend or curl.  

 

Figure 3.4. The humidity-sensitive material properties were employed in a finite element method (FEM) 

to describe the deformation in LCN/PA6 bilayer actuators. The macroscopic deformations of samples with 

an in-plane twist angle θ of 45° are depicted at increasing humidity levels to demonstrate helical twisting 

motion. 
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Essentially, the samples can be viewed as laminates consisting of discrete 

layers that rotate LC orientation in-plane and the angular dependency and 

anisotropy within the bilayers can be simulated with a finite element 

method (FEM). By using the measured values of the LCN and PA6 elastic 

moduli (Exx, Eyy) and coefficients of hygroscopic expansion (αx, αy) as 

inputs to the FEM model, a fitting procedure was carried on the PA6           

αx -value to visually match the actuation state at 40 %RH, resulting in the 

actuation states depicted in Figure 3.4. The pre-factor to the αx –value of 

PA6 is found to equal 0.32 following this approach. These calculations, 

however, somewhat underestimate the deformations presented in     

Figure 3.1B.  

To study the influence of the temperature on the humidity response, the 

BA.67.5 film was maintained at a constant 50 %RH while the temperature 

was varied (Figure 3.5). Upon increasing the temperature, the bilayer 

unwinds and the thermal deformation was found to be reversible, 

although with some hysteresis. Straightening of the strip can be assigned 

to several causes: PA6 has a negative thermal expansion coefficient above 

its Tg, and therefore contracts along its orientation direction.21 Likely, the 

moisture-capacity of PA6 also decreases (i.e. moisture desorption) at 

higher temperatures.22,23 Moreover, the LCN coating expands                 

out-of-plane.24 In dry conditions, the LCN has a Tg ~ 100 °C and therefore 

little thermal expansion is expected below 100 °C.25 

 

Figure 3.5. In nature, humidity levels are always coupled to temperature. In terms of actuation, a bilayer 

actuator with an in-plane twist angle of 67.5° (BA.67.5) was exposed to various temperature levels at 

constant humidity. The scale bar equals 3 mm. 
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3.3 Conclusions 

An elegant spraying procedure was employed to program helical twisting 

in conventional PA6 films. In this method, the humidity-sensitive PA6 base 

layer helped the self-alignment of the liquid crystal mixture, in which the 

handedness and in-plane twist angle was controlled by the addition of 

chiral molecules. Shape morphing was found to be programmable by 

varying the director twist angle in the LCN coating via the concentration 

of chiral dopant. At low humidity, bilayer strips were nearly straight but 

macroscopically deformed as moisture was fed into the system. Reversible 

humidity-driven helical motion occurred at twist angles 0 < θ < 90° and 

angles unequal to multiples of 90°. In-plane director rotations of 0 and 

90° led to bending motion in bilayer actuators. Moreover, at a fixed           

50 %RH humidity, helical bilayers reversibly unwind as the temperature 

increases. These bilayer actuators may potentially find application in 

smart textiles to dynamically change packing density, or soft robotics to 

manipulate material positions. 

The procedure is not restricted to oriented PA6, but also other stretched 

polymers, such as poly(ethylene terephthalate) (see next chapter), can 

be used.16,26 The elegance of this system is further found in the              

self-organized coating: in principle, any chiral nematic LC mixture can be 

used to access helical twisting and its response to different stimuli can be 

tailored by changing the chemistry.16 A combination of                     

humidity-sensitivity and in-plane LC director control resulted in    

humidity-driven helical motion. The application method is believed to be 

compatible with typical high-throughput polymer manufacturing 

processes and access a range of macroscopic motions.  
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3.4 Experimental details 

Materials 

LCNs were obtained via the copolymerization of 4-(3-

(acryloyloxy)propoxy)benzoic acid (3OBA, Synthon), 4-((5-

(acryloyloxy)pentyl)oxy)benzoic acid (5OBA, Synthon), and 4-((6-

(acryloyloxy)hexyl)oxy)benzoic acid (6OBA, Synthon) with 1,4-bis-[4-(6-

acryloyloxyhexyloxy)benzoyloxy]-2-methylbenzene (C6M, Merck). The 

three nOBA monomers differ in methylene spacer length (n = 3, 5 or 6). 

The LC mixture consists of 86 wt.% nOBA (1:1:1 ratio by weight),            

12 wt.% C6M and 2 wt.% of the photo-initiator Irgacure 819 (Merck). A 

right-handed chiral dopant 1,4:3,6-dianhydro-D-glucitol bis[4-[[4-[[[4-

[(1-oxo-2-propenyl)oxy]butoxy]carbonyl]oxy]benzoyl]oxy]benzoate 

(LC756, BASF) is used in trace amounts to rotate LC monomers in-plane. 

Oriented 15 µm thick polyamide (PA6) substrates (Goodfellow, UK) serve 

as the alignment layer for the LCs. All reagents were used as received. 

Methods 

Freestanding LCN films. Freestanding LCN films were prepared in cells.  

30 x 30 mm2 glass slides were coated with planar polyimide                    

(JSR Optmer AL1051), rubbed with a velvet cloth and glued anti-parallel 

to each other. Monomer mixtures were applied at the cell gap edge which 

filled through capillary action to form 20 µm planar poly(nOBA/C6M) films. 

An OmniCure S2000 UV-curing system (20 mW/cm2 for 600 seconds in a 

nitrogen atmosphere) is employed to fix the film in the nematic phase at 

80 °C. Internal stresses were relieved by a thermal post-cure step at     

130 °C for 20 minutes. 

LCN/PA6 bilayers. A thin LCN coating was spray-applied onto PA6 to 

prepare humidity-sensitive bilayer actuators. The LC monomers were 

dissolved in xylene (Sigma Aldrich) in a 1:5 weight ratio. Oriented PA6 
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substrates were dried with nitrogen gas to desorb moisture. An AMI 200 

spray gun was employed to spray-apply ~ 4 µm LC coatings using N2 as 

a carrier gas at 1 bar. Self-aligned LC monomers were photo-polymerized 

under the same conditions as for the freestanding LC films. The helical 

twisting power (HTP) of the chiral dopant was determined to be                   

~ 50 µm-1 in the nOBA/C6M mixture.16 By varying the chiral dopant 

concentration, one can configure the in-plane alignment of the LCs: 

Equation 3.1         𝜃 = 𝑑 ∙ 𝐻𝑇𝑃 ∙ 𝑐 ∙ 360    

where d is the LCN layer thickness (in μm), c is the concentration of chiral 

dopant and θ is the resultant rotation (in °) of the top layer of LCs with 

respect to the director of the base layer.27 

Humidity response. Humidity-driven deformations of 20 x 3 x 0.019 mm3 

bilayer strips were investigated in a DataPhysics HGC 30          

temperature-controlled humidity chamber into which dry or humid 

nitrogen was fed. The humidity level and temperature were monitored 

using a Vaisala HM42 probe. Photographs were taken with a smartphone 

camera. All images were analyzed using ImageJ open access software. 

Characterization 

The alignment of PA6, LCN and bilayer films were examined with polarized 

optical microscopy (Leica DM2700 M). Dynamic mechanical analysis 

(DMA) was performed on 10 x 5.3 mm2 ribbons cut from the larger LCN 

films with a DMA Q800 apparatus (TA instruments) equipped with a 

humidity chamber. In a controlled environment the anisotropic 

mechanical properties were determined at 20 °C. Elastic moduli (Exx, Eyy) 

and damping characteristics (tan δ-values) were measured at a 1 Hz 

frequency and a 10 µm amplitude. In constant stress mode dimensional 

changes (αx, αy) were measured as a function of the relative humidity                                                                                                            
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(RH). Cold-fractured bilayer films were sputter coated with Pt (JEOL,   

JFD-2300HR) and cross-sectional scanning electron micrographs were 

recorded under vacuum with a JSM-IT100 (JEOL).  

Finite Element Method  

The numerical model was composed in MSC. Marc Mentat® (v.2014.0.0) 

assuming a 2-D geometry of a flat ribbon (20 x 3 x 0.019 mm3). The high 

aspect ratio (length : thickness) ribbon was subdivided in 40 x 6          

solid-shell elements to reduce computational times. A quadratic thin-shell 

element (Element Type 139) was utilized with all displacements and 

rotations as degrees of freedom (DOF). 

Bilayer actuators were simulated as a composite consisting of a 15 µm 

uniaxial PA6 substrate and a 4 µm LCN coating. Molecular orientation 

(twisted alignment) was embedded in the LCN coating by treating it as a 

multi-layer composite (15 layers in total) with a linearly increasing           

in-plane twist angle over the thickness. The boundary conditions at the 

clamping position is chosen as a 6-DOF fixed condition at the short end of 

the ribbon, thereby imposing zero translation/rotation of the 6 nodes at 

one end. The numerical solver further assumes large-strain behavior, and 

increases the input value of %RH linearly in time. 
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  Chapter 4 

Liquid crystal networks on thermoplastics; 

reprogrammable photo-responsive actuators 

 

 

 

Abstract. Arbitrary shape (re)programming is appealing for fabricating 

untethered shape-morphing photo-actuators with intricate configurations 

and features. We present re-programmable light-responsive 

thermoplastic actuators with arbitrary initial shapes through               

spray-coating of polyethylene terephthalate (PET) with an azobenzene-

doped light-responsive liquid crystal network (LCN). The initial geometry 

of the actuator is controlled by thermally shaping and fixing the 

thermoplastic PET, allowing arbitrary shapes, including origami-like folds 

and left and right handed helicity within a single sample. The thermally 

fixed geometries can be reversibly actuated through light exposure, with 

fast, reversible area-specific actuation, such as winding, unwinding and 

unfolding. By shape re-programming, the same sample can be                  

re-designed and light actuated again.  

 

This chapter is partly reproduced from Verpaalen, R. C. P.;                         

Pilz da Cunha, M.; Engels, T. A. P.; Debije, M. G.; Schenning, A. P. H. J. 

Angew. Chemie Int. Ed. 2020, 59 (11), 4532–4536. 
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4.1 Introduction 

The last decade has seen an increasing development of stimuli-responsive 

soft materials capable of complex, programmed shape changes.1-3 

Wireless control of shape changing materials with rapid reversible motions 

has paved the way towards untethered and small-scale walking soft 

robots and muscle-like actuators.4 The ease of addressability and    

spatial-temporal control achieved with light has made it a preferred 

stimulus for polymeric actuators and soft robots.4,5 However, unlike 

natural systems which have complex geometrical shapes and multiple 

actuation modes, synthetic light-driven soft actuators are often limited in 

their starting geometry, being usually flat, inhibiting the development of 

intricate architectures, and being primarily restricted to just one mode of 

actuation. In addition, synthetic actuators generally lack shape                 

re-programming capability owning to the inability to reprogram the 

deformation.6 Developing actuators that allow for shape molding to any 

desired initial shape (shape A in Figure 4.1A), consecutive reversible  

light-responsive actuation, shape morphing (shape A to B), with possible        

re-programmability (shape A to A’) and multi-modal movement, will 

greatly increase the potential of photo-responsive materials alleviating 

present restrictions in actuation design and freedom.  

Thermoplastic polymers can be molded and re-molded when heated, 

allowing the preparation of any desired permanent shape. The mechanical 

robustness and ductility of thermoplastic polymers, such as polyethylene 

terephthalate (PET), for example, allows for its deformation into    

origami-like shapes with sharp folds (see Chapter 1).7 This makes 

thermoplastic materials attractive as a highly versatile polymer for shape 

fixing of light-driven soft actuators. Azobenzene doped liquid crystalline 

networks are a prominent class of materials for photo-driven actuators, 

demonstrating fast and reversible shape changes. The tunable molecular 
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architecture of liquid crystal networks (LCNs) prior to polymerization 

allows for programmed actuation such as bending, twisting or rolling. 

Multi-modal shape morphing such as helical winding and unwinding within 

single liquid crystal (LC) actuators has been realized by employing 

different cutting directions, dual-layer actuators with contrasting 

orientation directions, alignment control through directional printing or 

patterning.8-15 However, in these examples, the covalent cross-linked 

nature of the network prevents recyclable shape programming. LC-based 

actuators usually have a set initial shape determined by the fabrication 

conditions. Recently, 3D printing has allowed for the construction of       

LC-based actuators having pre-designed initial shapes.16-18 The ability to 

shape fix the starting geometry into any arbitrary shape and subsequently 

trigger reversible actuation through exposure to light, as done for 

temperature-driven actuators through shape memory or by using 

dynamic covalent bonds, remains largely unexplored.19-27 Light encoding 

has been employed by Priimagi and co-workers as an approach towards 

photo-rewritable programming of light-driven actuation in LCNs.28 Yet, 

even such innovative developments do not alleviate the restrictions of the 

flat starting geometry of the actuators. Ikeda and co-workers 

demonstrated an LC-based photo-actuator with control over the initial 

actuator shape as well as reversible light-driven actuation, but recyclable 

shape programming was not demonstrated.29  

In this chapter, a strategy for creating mechanically robust, recyclable 

shape programmable light-driven actuators with pre-designed initial 

geometries which can rapidly actuate upon exposure to light with       

multi-modal motions is presented. In this method, shape fixing and 

actuation are decoupled by using independent stimuli, allowing for greater 

design versatility and control over the initial geometry of the photo-

actuator. The actuators have a bilayer architecture consisting of PET 
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spray-coated with a light-responsive LCN, Figure 4.1B-C. The PET has 

multiple roles: acting as an aligning layer for the spray-coated LCN, giving 

the actuator mechanical robustness, and acting as a shape programming 

thermoplastic polymer to create a pre-designed initial geometry, which 

can be triggered by light to perform shape-dependent actuation in which 

the motion is encoded in the geometrical design. Through shape 

programming, the same sample can be re-designed (shape A to A’,    

Figure 4.1A) from origami-like folded geometries into more classical bent 

or helical actuators, for example. This strategy opens doors towards a 

facile method for functionalization of thermoplastic polymers and offers 

unprecedented freedom for creating light-responsive actuators with high 

degree of robustness.  

 
Figure 4.1. The reconfigurable light-responsive thermoplastic actuator. A. Mechanism for a 

reconfigurable shape fixing and shape morphing actuator. The shape fixing of thermoplastic polymer 

enable the programming of an arbitrary molded initial shape (shape A). Application of light as a stimulus 

causes reversible shape morphing of the programmed geometry (between shape A and shape B). 

Reprogramming of the molded initial shape allows for any new shape morphing (between shape A’ and 

shape B’) B. Molecular structures of the LC reactive mesogens 1 and 2 and the photo-initiator in the 

liquid crystal mixture (82:16:2 wt.%, respectively). C. Schematic depiction of the PET/LCN bilayer, with 

PET serving as the thermoplastic polymer and the spray-coated LCN as the light-responsive polymer.      

D. Photograph of a light-responsive thermoplastic actuator with dimensions 20 x 3 x 0.016 mm3.  
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4.2 Results and discussion 

The thermoplastic actuator was fabricated using spray-coating          

(Figure 4.1C) as described in Chapter 2 and 3, depositing the                

light-responsive LCs (reactive mesogens 1 and 2, Figure 4.1B) from 

xylene on a biaxially stretched 12 µm thick PET polymer.31,32 The sprayed 

nematic LC mixture self-aligned in a splay molecular alignment on the 

PET.33 The LC mixture was photo-polymerized in the nematic phase at 85 

°C for 10 minutes in an inert nitrogen atmosphere. To eliminate interfacial 

polymerization-induced stresses at the PET-LCN interface, the bilayer 

strip was post-cured at 130 °C (T > Tg PET, Tg PET ~ 120 °C, vide infra) and 

cooled to room temperature. The bilayers were cut with the LC molecular 

director parallel to the strip’s long axis (20 × 3 × 0.016 mm3). The 

expansion of both the 4 μm thick LCN and 12 μm thick PET layers coupled 

with an overall increase in LCN order upon cooling from the polymerization 

temperature give rise to a small pre-bend of the bilayer strip               

(Figure 4.1D).  

The light-responsive reversible actuation of the bilayer is illustrated 

through exposure to UV and blue light (365 and 455 nm, respectively; 

see Figure 4.2A).31 The macroscopic bending deformation of the bilayer is 

driven by the photo-isomer’s dimensional change from the extended trans 

configuration to the unstable cis isomer. Under UV illumination the 

azobenzene chromophores in the LCN isomerize, leading to an anisotropic 

contraction along the molecular axis, which rapidly bends the actuator 

(exceeding 5 mm/s: see Figure 4.2B).30,31 It is remarkable to observe that 

by depositing a 4 µm thin LCN, a 12 µm PET substrate was bent so easily 

attaining bending speeds similar to single layer > 20 μm thick LCN films.34 

Upon removal of the UV irradiation, the bilayer retains its bent state; this 

shape persists due to the slow (hours) back isomerization of the cis 

azobenzene isomer.35,36 The macroscopic bending deformation of the   
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pre-bent bilayer in Figure 4.1C is independent of the incident UV 

illumination direction, always resulting in the LCN on the interior of the 

bent strip. The direction of bending is commonly found in uniaxial aligned 

bilayer systems, indicating that actuation is dictated by the dominant 

planar section in the splay LCN (see also Chapter 2). Mechanical relaxation 

can be immediately triggered by exposure to blue light, which promotes 

the azobenzene cis-to-trans isomerization (Figure 4.2). Photo-actuation 

cycles were repeated dozens of times without any visible fatigue of the 

bilayer. Illumination of an uncoated PET layer does not cause such 

macroscopic motion.  

 
Figure 4.2. Light-driven actuation of the LCN-PET actuator with dimensions 20 x 3 x 0.016 mm3 A. 

Snapshots of actuation in air: (i) the pre-bent strip at room temperature prior any illumination; (ii) 

actuator exposed to UV light (170 mW/cm2); (iii) actuator after removal of UV irradiation; (iv) blue light 

(300 mW/cm2) triggers return to straighter geometry; (v) turning off the blue light results in no noticeable 

shape changes. The collimated light source is incident from the left. B. Plot depicting end tip displacement 

of the actuator in both water and in air as a function of time, during UV and blue light exposure. The 

numbered insets in the plot refer to the corresponding Figures in A. 
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Tracking of the bilayer temperature during irradiation revealed the surface 

remains around 33 °C under 170 mW/cm2 UV irradiation.31 Hence, the 

actuation is primarily photo-mechanical in nature, driven by the exerted 

network pull-effect derived from cis isomers, leading to an anisotropic 

contraction along the molecular axis.35,36 When the actuator is submerged 

in water, the bilayer displays bending similar to the dry environment when 

illuminated.31 Since, the thermal contribution to the back isomerization of 

the azobenzene moieties (cis-to-trans) is absent, as water acts as a heat 

sink, this results in an overall higher cis isomer population, hence in a 

marginally larger actuation upon irradiation underwater.  

Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) reveals that freestanding LCN and 

PET films have glass transition temperatures at approximately 90 and   

120 °C, respectively (Figure 4.3A), providing a temperature window in 

which easy shape fixing may be executed (Figure 4.1). For shape fixing, 

the bilayers were wrapped in aluminum foil to retain the designed shape, 

manually deformed and placed in an oven at T ~ 100 °C (i.e. PET’s glass 

transition regime) for 15 minutes, Figure 4.3B. At this temperature, the 

individual polymers operate in or close to their rubbery state. Removing 

the samples from the heat source and cooling to room temperature           

(T = TRT) results in thermal quenching, immediately fixing the 

programmed shape. The mechanical robustness of the PET is crucial in 

the shape fixing step, increasing the ductility of the material when 

compared to single layer brittle LCN actuators, allowing for origami-like 

shapes to be made, such as accordion-like structures with sharp folds, 

Figure 4.3C. This programmed shape can then be actuated by light and 

demonstrates reversible shape morphing from the accordion-like 

geometry (Figure 4.3C(i)) into a flower-like shape folded shape        

(Figure 4.3C(ii)) after UV light irradiation.31 As with the non-molded 

sample in Figure 4.2A, the actuated shape persists after removal of UV 
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irradiation, Figure 4.3C(iii). Subsequent blue light exposure reverts the 

deformed film into the shape programmed accordion geometry seen in 

Figure 4.3C(v) and not the original straight strip, (Figure 4.2A(i)). The 

potential for facile shape programming allows for creative light-driven 

origami-like materials, such as folded actuator ‘birds’ whose wings can be 

selectively actuated to bend resembling the motion of flight.31 

 

Figure 4.3. Actuator shape molding. A. The damping ability, tan δ, of individual LCN and PET layers 

recorded as a function of temperature. The yellow box in the plot represents the temperature region in 

which thermal shape fixing of the bilayer is executed. The violet outline shows the temperature range for 

light actuated shape morphing. B. Thermal shape fixing of LCN-PET bilayer actuators. Bilayer strips are 

wrapped in aluminum foil, manually deformed and heated in PET’s glass transition region (T ~ 100 °C). 

Upon removal from the oven, the strips retain the deformed shape. C. Photographic stills taken from the 

shape programmed bilayer actuator while being exposed to UV and blue light from the left. 
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Tuning the film geometry during a programming step expands on the 

opportunities brought by the easy shape reconfiguration of the actuator: 

two identical helical shaped strips can be made to actuate in contrasting 

manners, Figure 4.4A. By manually twisting the same bilayer strip with 

the LCN coating on either the inside Figure 4.4A(i) or on the outside    

Figure 4.4A(ii) of the helix results in one helix winding upon UV light 

illumination while the other helix unwinds. In both cases, blue light 

reversed the macroscopic deformation of the helices.  

 

Figure 4.4. Reprogramming the actuation mode by shape configuration. A. Light actuation of spiral 

bilayer actuators with the LCN (i) on the inside of the helix and (ii) on the outside of the helix. In (i),      

UV light exposure results in helical winding and in (ii), it results in helical unwinding. Both deformations 

are reversible after sufficient time or through blue light illumination. B. Selective light response using a 

dual-mode actuator composed of two sections. Section I has the LCN on the outside of the bilayer and 

section II on the inside. 
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This shape design method can also be used to attain multi-modal 

actuation in single actuators by local light exposure. As an example, a 

single actuator is fabricated having two opposite helical twisted structures 

in the same strip, resulting in opposing actuation modes within a single 

sample, Figure 4.4B. Multiple intermediately shaped morphing geometries 

are possible: selectively addressing the top of the two regions straightens 

the top curl (I) by trans-to-cis isomerization, while the lower spiral 

preserves its helical shape, Figure 4.4B(i), and subsequent selective       

UV light exposure tightens the lower spiral (II), with the LCN on the inside 

of the helix, Figure 4.4B(ii). Both actuation modes could be reversed 

together or independently using blue light. A more random programmed 

shape actuator demonstrates the true versatility of the shape fixing 

method.31 In this latter example, two sections of the actuator perform 

different actuation modes when triggered by UV light: the top unbending 

and the bottom curling. The spatial control obtained with focused light 

allows for area selective actuation.31  

 

Figure 4.5. Demonstration of shape programming/re-programming and shape morphing possibilities 

using a single actuator strip. Through thermal programming, a bilayer strip is shown to be moulded in 

two different geometrical shapes. Subsequent light actuation of the shapes results in diverse actuation in 

all different cases. The accordion-like region performs origami-like bending while the spiral region 

unwinds. 
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Actuator reprogramming was further demonstrated by using the bilayer 

strip thermally molded into an accordion-like shape with sharp folds which 

is subsequently reconfigured into a completely different geometry such as 

a spiral, Figure 4.5. Light-driven actuation shows the accordion-like shape 

performing origami-like bending ((ii) to (iii) in Figure 4.5) and the spiral 

helical region unwinding, ((v) to (vi) in Figure 4.5). The shape design and 

re-design allows for versatility and adds significant functional advantages, 

allowing the same polymer film to be re-used for the execution of diverse 

motions, distinguishing these actuators from existing devices. 

4.3 Conclusions 

Novel, light-responsive thermoplastic actuators have been developed with 

versatility in shape design, re-programmability, and multi-modal 

actuation. Composed of a spray-coated LCN on a stretched PET template, 

the bilayer shows rapid, reversible responses to light, offering excellent 

shape morphing capabilities. Compared to single LCN actuators, this 

bilayer approach offers the practical advantage of utilizing a scalable 

spray-coating method, eliminating alignment layers, and requiring only 

thin 4 μm LCN coatings to achieve similar actuation to > 20 μm thick films 

commonly employed. Thermoplastics can be used to shape fix any 

arbitrary starting geometry via a thermal treatment. More complex liquid 

crystalline alignments or selective patterning of the LCN onto the PET can 

be explored to expand on the range of light triggered actuation. 

Underwater actuation shows the bilayer’s potential use in aqueous or 

amphibious soft robotics. This new generation of moldable actuators 

offers possibilities for fabricating actuators with pre-designed geometries 

in which the actuation mode can be engineered through a shape 

programming step, without the need for complex cutting steps or 

chemical patterning. Additionally, we envision that this facile fabrication 

method can serve to functionalize other commodity polymers such as 
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polyimides and polyamides to make them stimuli-responsive. The 

exceptional versatility and ease of fabrication of these light-responsive 

thermoplastic actuators establishes a new toolbox for the future of 

recyclable soft robotic devices that require mechanical robustness, fast 

and reversible actuation as well as freedom in starting geometries.  

4.4 Experimental details 

Materials 

A light-responsive coating was prepared by mixing 16 wt.% of 4,4`-Bis[6-

(acryloyloxy)hexyloxy]azobenzene (1) (Synthon), 82 wt.% of cross-linker 

1,4-bis-[4-(6-acryloyloxyhexyloxy)benzoyloxy]-2-methylbenzene (2), 

and 2 wt.% of photo-initiator phenylbis(2,4,6-

trimethylbenzoyl)phosphine oxide (PI, Merck). Tetoron® G2 PET 

substrates were kindly provided by Teijin. 

Methods 

Freestanding LCN films. LCN films of 30 x 30 mm2 were prepared by filling 

20 µm gap LC cells coated with rubbed polyimide alignment layers. The 

alignment of the LCs was preserved by UV photo-polymerization              

(20 mW/cm2 for 600 seconds under nitrogen) at 85 °C followed by a    

post-curing step, 20 minutes at 130 °C. A cut-off filter (λ ≥ 400 nm, 

Thorlabs FGL400S) was used during photo-polymerization. LCN films were 

carefully removed from the polyimide-coated glass cell.  

LCN/PET bilayers. Oriented PET substrates were rinsed by ultra-sonication 

in isopropanol, dried with compressed air, UV-ozone treated for                 

60 minutes and subsequently LCs were spray-applied from xylene             

(1 : 5 by weight) employing an AMI 200 airbrush. Using nitrogen as carrier 

gas at 1 bar, a ~ 4 µm LCN coating was applied onto 12 µm PET substrates 

and UV photo-polymerized as previously described.26,28  
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Characterization 

Anisotropic mechanical properties of freestanding polymer films were 

measured on a TA instruments Q800 dynamic mechanical analyzer (DMA). 

Elastic moduli (E) and tan δ values were determined for 10 x 5.3 mm2 

films at a 1 Hz single frequency and 10 µm amplitude. Controlled force 

experiments were conducted to analyze the thermal expansion of oriented 

films.  

Collimated 365 and 455 nm light emitting diodes (Thorlabs M365L2 and 

M455L3) were employed to investigate light triggered actuation in 

LCN/PET bilayers. All experiments were performed at ambient conditions. 

Shape programming was carried out in close collaboration with Marina Pilz 

da Cunha. Photographs were taken utilizing an Olympus E-M10 Mark III 

and accordingly analyzed per frame using ImageJ open access software. 
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  Chapter 5 

Fast, light-responsive metal-like polymer actuators 

generating high stresses at low strain  

 

 

 

 

 

Abstract. The photo-mechanical responses of ultra-drawn ultra-high 

molecular-weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) actuators containing 

azobenzene photo-switches with symmetrically attached polyethylene 

(PE) side chains are reported. Long PE side chains promote dispersion 

within the apolar UHMWPE matrix and the ultra-drawn films are highly 

aligned. The ultra-drawn azobenzene doped UHMWPE films have high 

Young’s moduli and are viscoelastic at room temperature at strains below 

1 %. The photo-mechanical response of the films is fast showing a high 

specific actuation stress response to ultra-violet or visible light at a low 

strain. The actuator responds to rotating linearly polarized light, causing 

a photo-induced stress wave response.  

 

This chapter is partly reproduced from Verpaalen, R. C. P.; Varghese, S.; 

Froyen, A.; Pilz da Cunha, M.; Pouderoijen, M. J.; Severn, J. R.;          

Bhatti, M. R.; Peijs, T.; Bastiaansen, C. W. M.; Debije, M. G.;             

Engels, T. A. P.; Schenning, A. P. H. J. Matter 2020, 2 (6), 1522-1534. 
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5.1 Introduction 

Actuators can generate mechanical stress, strain and work in response to 

chemical, thermal, electrical, hydraulic, magnetic, pneumatic and/or light 

stimuli.1-6 Both organic and inorganic materials have been extensively 

explored for developing actuators for applications in soft and hard 

robotics, respectively.7,8 Rigid-bodied inorganic ceramics and/or metals 

are generally stiff materials (E >> 1 GPa) that generate high stresses at 

low strains (ε < 1 %) in less than a second upon applying an electrical 

stimulus. In contrast, softer materials (E < 1 GPa) are primarily made of 

viscoelastic macromolecules with exactly the opposite properties: that is, 

low stresses at high strains (ε >> 1 %). As an example, metal-based 

actuators typically have an actuation stress of 20 - 500 MPa at a strain of 

0.009 – 0.3 %, while soft actuators, such as human muscle, hydrogels 

and liquid crystalline systems, exhibit typical stress values of 0.06 - 4 MPa 

at 2 - 90 % strain.8-10 Finding lightweight alternatives for tasks commonly 

performed by hard robotics, which are normally constructed from heavy 

inorganic parts and actuated via electric stimuli, is challenging. Using light 

as stimulus is attractive for allowing untethered, controlled actuation. 

Here, we opt for fabricating lightweight, robust macromolecular actuators 

based on ultra-drawn ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene 

(UHMWPE), which are capable of generating high stresses at low strains 

using local light exposure, bridging the gap between electrically-driven 

hard and light-driven soft actuators. 

UHMWPE, a viscoelastic, soft material at small strains, has outstanding 

metal-like mechanical properties after solid-state drawing at elevated 

temperature to ultra-high draw ratios.11 The resulting fibers and films 

contain highly oriented macromolecules, largely present in the form of 

chain-extended crystals, and attain maximum Young’s moduli of            

100 – 180 GPa and tensile strengths of 3 – 5 GPa.12 Per unit weight, these 
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lightweight materials outperform ceramics and metals, and therefore are 

used in demanding applications including life protection.13 Tethered, 

temperature-responsive UHMWPE-based actuators have been reported; 

however, by making these polymers light-responsive their practical usage 

can be extended, enabling fast, untethered actuation (as described in 

Chapter 4).14  

To allow the UHMWPE to wirelessly respond to light, photo-responsive 

azobenzene dyes with polyethylene (PE) side chains were synthesized and 

incorporated in the ultra-drawn films. The long aliphatic side chains of the 

dyes facilitate dispersion within the UHMWPE matrix and the dyes become 

highly dichroic after solid-state drawing. This incorporation results in a 

fast (< 1 second), mechanical response to light, generating exceptionally 

high specific actuation stresses (> 6 x 104 Pa∙(kg∙m-3)-1) at a strain of 

0.06 % in the stretched films. The mechanical response to light originates 

from the negative thermal expansion coefficient of the ultra-drawn 

UHMWPE in combination with the photo-thermal properties of the azo 

polymer. As a result, we generate mechanical values typical of hard 

robotics utilizing an ostensibly soft robotic material. 

5.2 Results and discussion 

Two azobenzene dyes with long PE chains were synthetized: C78-OH-AZO 

and C78-AZO (Figure 5.1A). The side chains are expected to reside in 

interfacial regions, possibly partially integrated into the crystal lattice, 

and/or in the amorphous regions of the apolar polyethylene matrix.15,16 It 

is anticipated that the C78-OH-AZO dye has a short cis isomer lifetime, 

acting primarily as a photo-thermal dye, while in case of C78-AZO films, 

the photo-mechanical effect will also contribute, as the lifetime of the cis 

isomer is relatively long.17  
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Figure 5.1. Molecular structures, MALDI-TOF-MS spectra and a schematic drawing of azobenzene dyes 

having polyethylene tails. A. The two azobenzene molecules with polyethylene side chains used in this 

study. B. MALDI-TOF-MS spectra recorded from the C78-AZO photo-switch. C. Simplified schematic 

illustration displaying postulated azobenzene incorporation and stress generation in ultra-drawn, doped 

UHMWPE composites during light exposure. 

The PE chains were attached via K2CO3 base activated alkylation of 4,4'-

dihydroxyazobenzene or (E)-4-((4-hydroxyphenyl)diazenyl)benzene-1,3-

diol using iodopolyethylene alkylating reactant (PE-I, Mw ~ 1220 g/mol, 
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on average C78-I, 90% purity) with 4,4'-dihydroxyazobenzene or          

(E)-4-((4-hydroxyphenyl)diazenyl)benzene-1,3-diol. The synthesis 

section details analytical data for the applied PE-I material, and reports 

on the synthesis and analytical characterization of both C78-AZO and 

C78-OH-AZO; high temperature 1H-NMR and mass spectroscopy   

(MALDI-TOF-MS) spectra are included, as well as high temperature GPC 

(HT-GPC) chromatograms.18 Interpretation of the 1H-NMR data indicate 

estimated purities of C78-AZO and C78-OH-AZO of about 73% and 61%, 

respectively. The HT-GPC chromatograms prove conversion of 

iodopolyethylene (PE-I) into species with about a doubled molecular 

weight, in line with expectations. The MALDI-TOF mass spectra show 

arrays of peaks with masses attributable to C78-AZO (Figure 5.1B) as well 

as for C78-OH-AZO. 

Ultra-drawn composite films were prepared as follows: UHMWPE, 

antioxidant and azobenzene dyes were suspended and dissolved               

(2 w/v %) in xylene at 130 °C, cast in an aluminum tray and dried in a 

fume hood for several days. The solution-cast, unstretched films were 

colored vibrant yellow (C78-AZO) or orange (C78-OH-AZO), depending 

on the presence or absence of the electron-donating hydroxy substituent. 

Solid-state drawing (at 120 °C) of these films was performed to a draw 

ratio (DR) of 60, resulting in highly dichroic films: the oriented molecules 

predominantly absorb light along the stretching direction                    

(Figure 5.2A-B).19 The azobenzene molecules exhibit typical azobenzene 

absorption characteristics, indicating excellent miscibility.18 The 

azobenzene dye alignments were determined by measuring the order 

parameter (S), calculated using: 

Equation 5.1   S = 
Apar – Aperp

Apar+ 2∙Aperp
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where Apar and Aperp are the absorbance for light polarized parallel and 

perpendicular to the drawing direction, respectively: totally random 

orientations result in S = 0 while perfect order is described by S = 1.20 

After baseline correction for reflection, S-values were found to be ≥ 0.7 

for both C78-AZO and C78-OH-AZO doped films.18 However, determining 

the order parameter is strongly influenced by the baseline correction.21 As 

a control, a hydroxyazobenzene derivative having short aliphatic side 

chains, (C12-OH-AZO), was also incorporated into UHMWPE. UV/Vis 

spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction evinced poor miscibility of the C12 

derivative within the PE matrix. Even at low doping content                         

(≤ 0.10 mol.%), absorption spectra show a blue shift of the absorption 

maximum, revealing probable H-type aggregation of this azo dye.18,22 At 

higher doping content (0.22 mol.%) the dye was found to form relatively 

large crystals during the casting procedure.18,23 

 

Figure 5.2. Linear dichroism of azobenzene-doped ultra-drawn ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene 

films at draw ratio 60. A. 0.11 mol.% C78-AZO. B. 0.11 mol.% C78-OH-AZO. Insets are photographs 

taken of the corresponding ultra-drawn films with the transmission axis of the polarizer at 0° indicated in 

white.  

Mechanical characteristics and photo-mechanical responses 

Dispersing the azobenzene derivatives – up to 0.22 mol.% - did not affect 

the storage modulus E’ of the ultra-drawn UHMWPE host polymer.18 At  

DR = 60, the crystallinity, orientation and degree of chain-extension 
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increased significantly, leading to dynamic tensile moduli around            

100 GPa.12 Films with a lower draw ratio (20 and 40, resp.) were also 

prepared, resulting in thicker, less crystalline films which absorbed more 

light with lower tensile moduli than the ultra-drawn films.24,25  

 

Figure 5.3. Stress generation in ultra-drawn azobenzene-doped UHMWPE films. A. Mechanical response 

of a 0.06 mol.% C78-AZO doped UHMPWE film (DR = 60) utilizing a 365 nm LED source. B. Mechanical 

response of a 0.06 % C78-OH-AZO doped UHMPWE film (DR = 60) utilizing a 405 nm LED source.              

C. Mechanical response of the 0.06 mol.% C78-AZO doped UHMWPE film while increasing the intensity 

of a 365 nm LED source. D. Mechanical response of the 0.06 mol.% C78-OH-AZO doped UHMWPE film 

while increasing the intensity of a 405 nm LED source.  

The mechanical responses of the azobenzene-doped UHMWPE films to UV 

and visible light illumination were examined during stress-relaxation 

experiments at strain levels ranging from ε ~ 0.25 to 1 %, and revealed 

the composite films are linear viscoelastic at room temperature up to at 

least 1% of strain.18 Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) was used to 
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measure stress generation within the composite films at a constant strain 

of 1 %. At t = 0 seconds, the films are strained, and the stress (σ) initially 

spikes and is measured as a function of time: stress relaxation by the 

polymer chains results in a decay of the stress, eventually reaching an 

apparent steady state.26 Repeated periodic light exposures (10 seconds 

on/off light switching between 100 – 400 seconds) at constant intensity 

demonstrated a consistently fast superimposed stress-response                

(< 1 second) on top of the relaxation governed stress decay in the 

azobenzene-doped films, which disappeared at a similar time-scale after 

switching off the light source (Figure 5.3A-B). It is most surprising that 

the photo-induced (σphoto) response of these ultra-drawn composite films 

having ~ 100 GPa tensile moduli occurs in less than 1 second for both 

C78 dye doped films. Remarkably, fast stress generation and relaxation 

also occurred regardless of whether the 365 or 405 nm LED was used. 

Subsequent 10 second exposures using increasing intensities between 

400 and 670 seconds increased the stress response (Figure 5.3C-D). By 

increasing the LED intensity, the film is exposed to increasing 

temperatures, thereby lowering the relaxation modulus G’(t), resulting in 

a faster relaxation response, which is evidenced by the progressive decay 

in average stress.27-29 The observed stress decay, however, did not 

interfere with reproducibility of the σphoto-values, consistent with the 

observed linear viscoelastic response, and the knowledge that the heat 

dissipation is extremely efficient in the highly-aligned polymer chains: 

calculated Fourier and Biot numbers indicated uniform and rapid 

conductive heat transfer over the thickness impeding accurate film 

temperature measurements.4,30 Additionally, light absorption by the azo 

dyes induces heat, which generates a contraction of the highly oriented 

polyethylene chains.31 
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Figure 5.4. Stress generation in ultra-drawn, azobenzene-doped ultra-high molecular weight 

polyethylene composites. A. Photo-induced response of composites exposed to a 365 nm LED. B. Photo-

induced response of composites exposed to a 405 nm LED. C. Stress-response as a function of the 

absorbed energy employing a 365 nm LED. D. As a function of absorbed energy utilizing a 405 nm LED. 

Increasing the concentration of C78 azo dyes from 0.06 to 0.22 mol.% 

within UHWMPE increased the photo-induced stress. Figure 5.4A and 5.4B 

display the responses to UV and visible light illumination as a function of 

the azobenzene concentration, revealing that increased C78 azobenzene 

content in the UHMWPE matrix indeed results in higher photo-induced 

stress (σphoto). Illumination with a 365 nm LED source showed identical 

stress responses: ~ 46 and ~ 48 MPa for 0.22 mol.% of C78-AZO and 

C78-OH-AZO, respectively. In contrast, excitation with a 405 nm LED 

resulted in diverging σphoto-values for the different azobenzene 

derivatives. Remarkably, by incorporating 0.22 mol.% of C78-OH-AZO, 

exceptionally high mechanical stresses could be generated, even 
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exceeding 60 MPa, the response being similar to a metallic linear actuator. 

At equal doping levels, the hydroxy substituted azobenzene outperforms 

the C78-AZO. The absolute magnitude of the stresses depends on total 

light absorption of the azobenzene dye. Hydroxy substitution of the 

azobenzene dye (C78-OH-AZO) shifts the absorption spectra of the 

polymer films to the red (Figure 5.2), resulting in more overlap with the 

405 nm LED emission spectrum.  

The performances of the ultra-drawn films were compared by calculating 

the absorbed energy per square centimeter from the absorption and LED 

emission spectra. In Figures 5.4C and 5.4D the stress generated is shown 

as a function of the absorbed energy per excitation source at an equal dye 

concentration. Unsurprisingly, both C78 photo-switches perform similarly 

when illuminated with UV light, consistent with the nearly identical 

absorption of 365 nm light. Utilizing a more powerful 405 nm LED source 

favors the C78-OH-AZO dye, which absorbs nearly 200 mW/cm2.  

Photo-induced stresses were found to scale with increasing dye 

concentration, irregardless of the dye.18 Remarkably, the nature of the 

dye did not influence the efficiency (photo-induced stress per absorbed 

mW/cm2), as both generated large photo-induced stresses at identical 

absorbed energy levels.32 Solid-state stretching of UHMWPE films or fibers 

significantly alters the structure of the crystalline and amorphous 

domains. At higher draw ratios UHMWPE increases in crystallinity, which 

leads to a smaller amorphous fraction.24,25,33 In other words, drawing the 

films significantly imposes conformational constraints on the azobenzene 

photo-switches, the cores of which are expected to reside in the            

non-crystalline amorphous regions, restricting trans-to-cis                  

photo-isomerization and favoring cis-to-trans back isomerization due to 

steric interactions.16,34 The cis C78-AZO isomer could only be identified in 

modestly drawn – DR20 - films containing 0.22 mol.% of the C78-AZO 
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suggesting that the cis isomer lifetime is reduced in the ultra-drawn 

polymer films.18 Therefore, we hypothesize that photo-excitation of both 

azobenzene photo-switches are predominantly generating heat which is 

transferred via the highly oriented aliphatic side chains embedded in the 

matrix. The well-dispersed azobenzene derivatives thus reside in          

non-crystalline amorphous regions, possibly anchoring the PE tails to the 

crystal faces, or in the (aligned) amorphous regions, not distorting the 

UHMWPE lattice, but simply conducting heat to the extended-chain 

polyethylene matrix and generating large mechanical stresses.35 The fact 

that no photo-induced stress is observed in water for either film supports 

the hypothesis that both C78 dopants act as photo-thermal agents.18 The 

photo-thermal response of the azobenzene depends on the miscibility with 

the UHMWPE matrix, yet despite poor miscibility, the short C12 side chain 

azobenzene still attained a photo-induced stress of ~ 30 MPa.18 In fact, 

even the commercially available photo-thermal BZT dyes could be 

embedded into ultra-drawn UHMWPE, enabling stress generation in 

response to UV light.18 However, stress generation using this              

photo-thermal dye was found to be less efficient than for           

azobenzene-doped films. This experiment reveals that stress generation 

using UV or visible light exposure does not necessarily require good 

dispersion within the polyethylene, good miscibility is crucial in realizing 

the exceptionally high stresses. 

Performance among soft and hard robotic actuators 

To our knowledge, macromolecular actuators which operate at low strain 

values that generate such high stresses (σphoto > 60 MPa, resp.) have 

never been reported before. These novel, lightweight films show 

untethered, fast responses to local UV and/or visible light exposure, while 

maintaining extremely high storage moduli. Additionally, periodic light 

exposure of azobenzene-doped films has shown excellent                    
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photo-mechanical stability over at least ~ 2600 cycles without any 

observable loss in photo-induced stress.18 Moreover, the highly aligned 

dyes swiftly respond to rotating linearly polarized light, Figure 5.5A, 

causing a photo-induced stress wave response. As the polarization state 

equals the drawing direction of the dichroic films, i.e. at 0° and 180°, 

maxima in actuation stress are found.18 This fast, oscillating mechanical 

response enables the creation of periodic stresses under constant light 

intensities. 

 

Figure 5.5. Fast, metal-like stress generation in azobenzene-doped UHMWPE films. A. Oscillating stress 

generation by rotating linearly polarized light (15°/s, 405 nm), during a stress-relaxation experiment.    

B. An overview of natural (in green) and synthetic (in white) soft robotic actuators, hard (in black/grey) 

robotic actuators and azobenzene-containing (orange) actuators displayed by specific actuation stress as 

a function of actuation strain. Data taken from references 3,5,8-10,14,36 and 37.  
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The specific actuation stress is calculated by dividing the photo-induced 

stress by the density of the material: 

Equation 5.2    Specific actuation stress = 
σactuation

ρ
 

For highly crystalline, ultra-drawn UHMWPE, a density of 975 kg/m3 was 

used.36 At low strain (1 %), the composite films photo-mechanically 

respond to ultra-violet or visible light by generating high specific actuation 

stresses > 6 x 104 Pa∙(kg∙m-3)-1. The features of our macromolecular 

actuators and other soft and hard actuators are presented in Figure 5.5B, 

which displays the specific actuation stress (per unit weight) as a function 

of actuation strain. Note that the azobenzene doped materials are the only 

materials that generate stress in response to UV and/or visible light in this 

Figure; the rest are all temperature-driven. Despite remote triggering of 

the system, light-to-heat conversion plays a crucial role in inducing stress 

in the azobenzene doped materials. Among all the actuators, hard 

(depicted in grey/black), or soft (shown in white and green, resp.), the 

UHMWPE composites act as an unique hybrid soft-hard actuator.3,5,8-

10,14,37,38 These lightweight UHMWPE composites could bend an inorganic 

high-modulus materials using visible light exposure: the film ends of a 

0.22 mol.% C78-OH-AZO composite were fixed to an aluminum strip 

using UV-curable glue, and visible light exposure resulted in reversible 

hinge-like bending of the strip thanks to the mismatch in thermal 

expansion.18,39 In device architectures as proposed in references 14 and 

39, blending in PE functionalized azobenzene permits fast, untethered 

stress response to local or polarization sensitive light exposure.14,40 

5.3 Conclusions 

Unique, polyethylene (C78) azobenzene photo-switches were synthesized 

and embedded into UHMWPE tapes. The polyethylene chains of the dyes 

facilitated dispersion within the highly apolar polyethylene matrix, 
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dispersing much better than azobenzenes with shorter (n=12) 

polyethylene tails or than the small molecule UV absorber BZT, and 

resulted in well-aligned photo-responsive composites upon solid-state 

stretching. The viscoelastic macromolecules were found to have tensile 

moduli of ~ 100 GPa, comparable to hard linear actuators. Regardless of 

the photo-absorber, C78, C12 or BZT, or excitation source (365 or         

405 nm LEDs), large photo-induced stresses were generated in           

ultra-drawn (DR60) composite films. However, the increased miscibility 

of the C78 derivative in the UHMWPE allowed the absorption of more 

incident excitation light, and during stress-relaxation experiments,   

photo-induced stresses exceeding 60 MPa were obtained at a strain of      

~ 0.06 %. The exceptionally high stresses generated by simple exposure 

to light in what normally would be considered a soft actuator material are 

similar to those found in light insensitive hard actuators embodying a new 

class of fast-responding (< 1 sec) hybrid soft-hard linear actuators.  

5.4 Experimental details 

Materials 

The Ultra-High Molecular Weight Polyethylene grade (Mn = 310 kg/mol, 

Mw = 2170 kg/mol) was kindly supplied by DSM. Azobenzene dopants 

C78-AZO and C78-OH-AZO were synthesized by Shaji Varghese in close 

collaboration with SyMO-Chem. Azobenzene dopant C12-OH-AZO was 

synthesized starting from 1-bromododecane. Experimental details on the 

synthesis of C12-OH-AZO, C78-AZO and C78-OH-AZO can be found in 

reference 18. Irganox 1010, a phenolic antioxidant, was acquired from 

BASF. Xylene, orthodichlorobenzene (ODCB), methyl ethyl ketone (MEK),                         

1-bromododecane and chloroform were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 

Silicon oil was acquired from Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. All reagents are 

used as received without further purification.  
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Methods 

The composite films were prepared following a gel-casting procedure: the 

individual components were suspended in xylene, trapped air was 

removed by applying a vacuum and heating (130 °C) under continuous 

stirring was performed until the Weissenberg effect occurred. The molar 

percentage of dye was calculated with respect to 7.1 x 10-2 mol of 

UHMWPE (m0 = 28 g/mol) and 4.2 x 10-6 mol of Irganox 1010. After the 

Weissenberg effect, the solution was kept in an oil bath for 1 hour before 

being cast in an 8 x 8 cm2 aluminum tray at RT. Xylene was evaporated 

for > 4 days in a fume hood (at RT), yielding films of uniform thickness. 

From the as-cast films, 25 x 10 mm2 tapes were cut and stretched to a 

draw ratio (DR) of 60 at 120 °C, yielding 10 – 12 µm thin films.  

Characterization 

The absorption spectra of the composite films were recorded on a Perkin 

Elmer Lambda 750 spectrophotometer equipped with a 150 mm 

integrating sphere. The composite films were placed between 3 x 3 cm2 

quartz glass slides with a droplet of silicon oil (refractive index ~ 1.41) to 

reduce surface light scattering. A baseline correction was performed. 

A JASCO V-650 Spectrophotometer equipped with a JASCO CTU-100 

heating unit was utilized to measure absorption spectra at 100 °C in 

quartz glass cuvettes. 

Dynamic mechanical analysis was performed on composite films using a 

DMA 850 TA instruments apparatus. At a constant frequency and 

amplitude (1 Hz and 10 µm, resp.), 30 mm long samples were examined 

to measure dynamic tensile moduli. Stress-relaxation experiments were 

conducted using 1 % strain and a 0.3 N pre-load. To test the               

photo-induced response of the composites, 365 and 405 nm light emitting 

diodes (Thorlabs M365L2 and M455L3) were employed. Oscillating 
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mechanical response was examined using rotating linear polarized light 

(10LP-UV, Newport, mounted in a rotating stage, Thorlabs). All 

experiments were performed at ambient conditions. 

X-ray diffraction experiments were executed using a Ganesha SAXS 

system equipped with a GeniX-Cu ultralow divergence source producing 

X-ray photons (λ = 1.54 Å, flux of 1x108 ph·s-1). Diffraction patterns were 

recorded on a Dectris Pilatus 300K silicon pixel detector. Wide-angle 

measurements were performed at a 91 mm sample-to-detector distance 

utilizing the diffraction peaks of a Silver Behenate standard. 
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6.1 Introduction 

This thesis describes how reversible shape changes can be introduced in 

commodity polymers utilizing temperature and/or humidity (Chapter 2 

and 3) and light (Chapter 4 and 5) as external stimuli. Two        

industrially-relevant processing methods were employed to induce 

reversible deformations in commodity polymers: incorporating        

stimuli-responsive molecules as additives within and spray-coating thin 

layers of stimuli-responsive liquid crystals (LCs) on top of commodity 

polymers. For the future development of these materials, an integrated 

experimental – theoretical approach is crucial in which the whole chain of 

knowledge is applied, spanning from synthesis to application. In this 

chapter, we will reflect on these novel stimuli-responsive commodity 

polymers in terms of scalability and stability, theoretical understanding, 

additional optical changes, fibers, and soft robotic actuator and adaptive 

textile applications.  

6.2 Scalability and stability 

As discussed in previous chapters, adding responsive features to 

inexpensive, bulk, static commodity polymers will broaden their range of 

potential applications, but will also require research into extending their 

lifetimes beyond that found in polymers used in typical disposable 

consumables (drinking cups, packaging material, and so forth). 

Furthermore, the blending of these low molecular weight                    

stimuli-responsive additives and/or application of the stimuli-responsive 

coatings must be simple to integrate into existing industrial processes. 

Time consuming, expensive techniques such as film transfer and casting 

are interesting from a scientific point of view, but not really commercially 

viable. Co-extrusion of intermediate adhesive and functional layers, 

compression molding of reprocessable networks, spraying of top coats, 

infiltration of porous polymers, blending in low molecular weight additives 
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and applying conductive paints are more interesting for the commodity 

polymer industry.1-4 

Among the diverse stimuli which could be used as triggers for actuators, 

illumination is considered as most promising, as it is area selective and 

remotely controllable (Chapter 4). Obviously, this all depends on the 

intended application; for example, homogenous heating may be more 

suitable in adaptive garments than employing (local) photo-thermal 

heating. Further actuation control may be achieved by making the 

triggered motion also sensitive to the polarization state of the incident 

light, if desired (Chapter 5). Furthermore, as stimuli are often 

interconnected, i.e. surrounding humidity is coupled with temperature, 

illumination can indirectly impact these coupled systems photo-thermally; 

that is, the heat generated from light absorption causing desorption of 

associated water.5 From an application perspective, it is necessary that 

under cyclic exposure to environmental changes (e.g. temperature and 

sunlight) the performance of shape changing actuators does not 

deteriorate over time.4 Particularly for polymers, which tend to discolor 

due to degradation, and photochromic dyes, prone to photo-fatigue, it is 

beneficial to add UV-absorbers (BZT, Chapter 5) or free-radical 

scavengers which are well-known to extend product lifetimes.6,7 In 

addition to UV-responsive elements described in this thesis, it is possible 

to develop molecular switches that respond to less-damaging visible, or 

even IR light, which could also serve to extend product lifetimes.8 

Depending on the stimuli-responsive polymer’s final use, long-term 

product life can be improved by applying protective top coats, endowing 

polymers with abrasion-, impact- and/or scratch-resistance. In 

particularly demanding situations, these protective layers could extend 

the operating window of liquid crystal network (LCN) coatings, as they are 

generally less mechanically robust than common textiles and large 

volume polymers. 
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6.3 Theoretical models 

Theoretical models are useful in aiding understanding and essential in 

predicting macroscopic deformations in all polymers including           

stimuli-responsive commodity polymers. Such theoretical models provide 

a toolbox to simplify materials selection and aid design of novel actuators 

for future applications. Moreover, long term properties can be predicted 

covering the entire lifetime of the intended device. For example, what 

material properties and device designs suit soft robotics or adaptive 

textiles best? Initially, thermal deformations of a single layer LCN actuator 

were qualitatively modeled using discrete layers combining 

experimentally determined material properties, such as elastic moduli 

(Exx, Eyy) and coefficients of hygroscopic or thermal expansions (αx, αy), 

and actual actuator designs (such as in-plane/out-of-plane orientations 

and layer thicknesses). As a preliminary step, finite element analysis was 

employed in Chapter 3 to describe the actuation behavior of anisotropic 

polyamide 6 (PA6) containing LCN coatings. These humidity-sensitive 

bilayer actuators were modeled as laminates in which the assembly and 

in-plane LCN rotation of anisotropic layers directed macroscopic 

deformations. At the current stage, this numerical approach merely 

described trends in stimuli-responsive bilayer actuators through a fitting 

procedure biased to visually match experimental observations (see   

Figure 3.4). For the matching of model and experiment, the most 

prominent input parameter, the coefficient of hygroscopic expansion, was 

scaled significantly to achieve visually matching curvatures.  

However, to accurately predict, rather than simply describe, the motions 

of commodity polymers coated with an LCN layer, a more sophisticated 

model is demanded. Firstly, in the actual coated film, the interface 

properties alter significantly as it can no longer directly absorb moisture, 

nor heat up homogeneously. Additionally, the forces dictating LC 
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alignment are present only at the polymer interface; the coating will adopt 

different anchoring at the air interface, where the LCs will minimize the 

surface free energy by rotating to a homeotropic alignment. In           

splay-aligned and twisted nematic LCN coatings, for example, the 

constituent mesogens have self-organized at the commodity polymer’s 

surface and rotate in- and out-of-plane, respectively. Through the coating 

depth, it is ambiguous whether these rotations occur abruptly or gradually 

as there is no aligning force at the air interface. This change in physical 

molecular orientation can best be viewed by comparing two splay-aligned 

LCN director profiles in finite element method (FEM) simulations, see 

Figure 6.1. These differences could be physically important, as they may 

manifest in the path followed and extent of the bilayer actuation. 

 
Figure 6.1. A schematic representation of two splay-aligned liquid crystal network (LCN) director profiles, 

subdivided in discrete layers for finite element method simulations that A. abruptly and B. gradually 

change the physical molecular orientation through coating depth. 

From a preliminary sensitivity analysis, independent variation of individual 

input parameters (including aspect ratio, elastic moduli, coefficients of 

hygroscopic or thermal expansions, initial curvatures and Poisson ratios) 

did not result in visual matching to the experimental deformations: it is 

likely that incorporating interdependent interactions of input parameters 

will greatly improve theoretical predictions. For future FEM simulations, 

macroscopic deformations may be predicted more accurately (without 
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parameter fitting) when the physical orientation through the coating 

depth and errors in input parameters can be characterized more exactly, 

and are key in building a FEM toolbox that will assist in materials selection, 

design and predicting macroscopic bending and/or helical twisting.  

6.4 Shape and color changing commodity polymers  

In addition to shape changing commodity polymers employing PA6 

(Chapter 2 and 3), poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) (Chapter 4) and 

polyethylene (PE) (Chapter 5) base layers, other plastics such as 

polycarbonate and poly(methyl methacrylate) are frequently reported as 

featuring optical responsivity, which is interesting for applications in 

sensors, anti-counterfeit labelling and aesthetic applications.9-11 In 

Chapter 3, it was demonstrated that changing the chiral dopant 

concentration in an LC host varied the in-plane rotation of the LCN coating 

resulting in twisting actuators; by increasing the concentration of chiral 

dopant further, films can be generated that display optical reflection as 

cholesteric liquid crystals (CLCs), showing extremely different properties 

in materials made using the same base components. The responsivity of 

the structural colors to light, heat and/or humidity is appealing, though 

alternative stimuli such as mechanical force could also be considered for 

fabricating strain sensors, for example.12 These developments highlight 

that commodity polymers can still expand their range of applications 

leaving plenty of room for innovations. 

The dramatic angular dependency of perceived color of CLCs (see   

Chapter 1) could be exploited for aesthetic purposes. In combining CLC 

with commodity polymers, novel shape and color changing materials can 

be obtained. The reflected wavelength (λo) of CLCs shifts with respect to 

the viewing angle (θ), described by: 

Equation 6.1   𝜆𝑜 =  �̅� ∙ 𝑝 ∙ cos  (𝜃) 
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The reflected color is determined by the average refractive index (�̅�) of 

the LCs as the resulting helical structure in which the vertical displacement 

required to achieve a 360° rotation in director corresponds to the pitch 

(p). A CLC mixture containing 70 wt.% monomer 1, 23 wt.% monomer 

2, 5 wt.% chiral dopant 3 and 2 wt.% photo-initiator 4 (Figure 6.2A) was 

dissolved in a 1 : 1 weight ratio with cyclopentanone and applied onto  

100 µm thick PET substrates using an IGT F1 flexographic printer.13 In 

Figure 6.2B a schematic representation of a blue light reflecting photonic 

structure printed onto PET is shown. The colorful films were incorporated 

into a conventional garment (Figure 6.2C) demonstrating a striking 

angular dependence in color: at normal incidence, shoulder and elbow 

patches appear blue and green, and vary with the interlacing weave.  

 
Figure 6.2. A photonic structure was printed onto poly(ethylene terephthalate). A. Molecular structures 

of the liquid crystal monomers, chiral dopant and photo-initiator. B. An idealized schematic representation 

of a blue light reflecting cholesteric liquid crystal (CLC) coating. C. Photographs of a garment 

demonstrating angular dependent colors generated by embedding CLCs in elbow and shoulder patches. 

Credit: Hannah Galloway. 
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6.5 Stimuli-responsive commodity polymer fibers  

For many applications including textiles, commodity polymer fibers are of 

significant interest. In Chapter 2, 3 and 4 it was shown that shape 

changing commodity polymers can be fabricated by spraying nematic LCs 

onto PA6 and PET substrates. The oriented polymer substrates served as 

an alignment layer for the LCs while providing mechanical stability. 

The transition from coating large surface area films with LCs to small 

diameter, curved monofilament surfaces are challenging to coat due to 

the difficulty of forming continuous LCN layers.14 Large diameter fibers 

generally facilitate LC wetting, but are restricted in application as technical 

yarns (e.g. shipping yarn) and other course products in which diameters 

exceeding 55 µm are desired.15 In preliminary experiments, a non-contact 

spray-coating method was employed to cover Ø ~ 55 µm PET fibers 

conforming to traditional textile monofilaments. The                  

azobenzene-containing LC mixture of Chapter 4 (Figure 4.1B) was 

dissolved in dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) in a 1 : 5 weight ratio with non-

polymerizable amphiphilic LC mesogens E7 or 8CB (Merck Ltd) introduced 

at 3 wt.%: the latter mesogens and DMSO use was to improve wettability.  

The experimental procedure provided in Chapter 4 was followed to clean 

the monofilaments and in applying the coatings. Image analysis of LC 

coated PET fibers evaluated the coating circularity along a ~ 10 mm 

monofilament length. As schematically illustrated in Figure 6.3, a 

circularity of 1 corresponds to a perfect circle, indicating poor wettability. 

Intermediate circularity values of ~ 0.5 resemble oval-shaped LCN applied 

onto monofilaments, whereas values approaching 0 describes the 

formation of a continuous film. The addition of the amphiphilic mesogens 

results in better coverage, with larger oval-shaped coated areas, attaining 

circularities  between  0.6 – 0.7. It  becomes  evident  that blending in E7 
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results in significantly greater LC coverage at a similar average circularity 

as for LCs sprayed from DMSO. Incorporating 8CB, however, did not result 

in improved coverage of the PET fibers. This novel image analysis 

technique gives new insights into the film formation and coverage area, 

which may prove to be of key importance in developing stimuli-responsive 

adaptive textiles. At this stage it is unknown whether a continuous coating 

is required to trigger controlled actuation. 

 

Figure 6.3. Liquid crystals sprayed from dimethylsulfoxide onto Ø ~ 55 µm poly(ethylene terephthalate) 

monofilaments. The schematics embedded in the figure illustrate the wettability transition from dewetting 

(circularity ~ 1) to perfect wetting (circularity ~ 0). 

An alternative method for applying the LCs exploits the flexographic direct 

contact method, and was used to print CLCs onto Ø ~ 70 µm        

polyamide 6 (PA6) fibers, Ø ~ 70 µm PET monofilaments and weaves 

(supplied by Industrial Netting) with an identical printing procedure as 

described in previous section. These larger-diameter monofilaments were 

tightly taped onto a substrate, after which CLCs were transferred by the 

printer, forming continuous photonic coatings. In polarized optical 

micrographs (see Figure 6.4), vibrantly colored coatings can be observed 

without forming droplets, suggesting the potential of a direct contact 

method to apply photonic coatings.  
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Figure 6.4. Optical micrographs of poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) and polyamide 6 (PA6) weaves 

and monofilament viewed between crossed polarizers at 45° with respect to the fiber orientation. The 

scale bar equals 400 µm. 

The color differences seen in the PET weave print can most easily be 

explained as a variation of exerted printing force and degree of fiber 

stretching prior to substrate attachment. The printing roll compresses the 

coated CLCs, thereby decreasing the pitch length of the helical structure, 

which is proportional to the reflected wavelength of light.16 Hence, a 

green-to-blue shift in reflection may occur by shortening the pitch. 

Optimization of this technique may involve the use of wetting agents, 

adjusting print speed and applied force, and full extension of the mounted 

monofilaments before printing.  

6.6 Applications  

6.6.1 Soft robotics 

A particularly attractive application for responsive commodity polymers is 

in the field of consumer or medical soft robotics. In particular, there has 

been an explosion of growth in the consumer robot market, which is 

expected to further increase 110 – 175 % over the next 5 years.17 These 

consumer robots come in many forms for many functions, but hold in 

common the need to interface with humans, requiring them to provide 

appropriate responses for physical contact between robot and human, 

creation of artificial muscles driving natural 3D motion, and manipulating 

delicate objects with soft grippers. 
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As discussed in Chapter 5, developing stimuli-responsive commodity 

polymer contact interfaces with ‘soft’ robots would seem natural, as long 

as the physical properties of the ‘soft’ material are adequate for the job 

at hand. Lightweight, soft actuators typically require compliant polymers 

(E < 1 GPa) with large reversible strains (ε >> 1 %), in contrast to hard 

robotics which commonly demand bulky metal-based actuators                 

(E >> 1 GPa) operating at low strain values (ε < 1 %).18 In the previous 

chapter it was demonstrated that lightweight, ‘soft’ alternatives 

employing highly oriented ultra-high molecular-weight polyethylene 

(UHMWPE) films doped with azobenzene chromophores generated high 

stresses at similar strain-values to metallic actuators. Large anisotropic 

expansions of highly oriented, high-strength fibers (E >> 1 GPa) were 

combined by twisting fiber bundles so they exert large, reversible, 

mechanical strains in response to a stimulus, generating large stresses.19 

These compelling examples suggest the design of mechanical 

compressors, artificial muscles, and even exoskeletons and prosthetic 

limbs.20,21 While many human-mimetic challenges remain, including the 

design and integration of skin-like compliant materials for robot-human 

physical interaction combined with adaptive sensing, control and 

actuation, these intricate devices show promise for robotic applications, 

although wireless actuation control and/or operating temperatures      

well-below 100 °C are desired pre-requisites.22 An increasing demand for 

these new technologies is anticipated, reaching a market size of over     

100 billion USD in 2025.23,24 

6.6.2 Adaptive textiles  

Responsive commodity polymers also hold promise as adaptive textiles, 

in which fiber packing density can be engineered to dynamically change 

upon exposure to external triggers.25 In Chapter 3 it was shown that the 

length of the PA6 film can be significantly reduced upon changing the 
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humidity and or temperature. Such findings are interesting for adaptive 

textiles that dynamically change packing density. Opening of textile 

weaves in warm environments, allowing eased perspiration and helping 

maintain safe body temperatures, will increase the wearer’s comfort. 

Alternately, a denser fiber packing in colder temperatures will preserve 

body heat, keeping one warm. Currently, the combination of polymer 

fibers and photonic coatings is also explored to prepare thermo-regulating 

textiles relying on the reflection of IR light.12,26 Similarly, smart window 

shutters have been demonstrated, self-regulating the indoor temperature 

by triggered opening and closing.21 Hence, tunability in, for example, twist 

fibers is particularly interesting, as the coil spring index, correlating the 

mean coil to fiber diameter, can be modified to attain task-dependent, 

large reversible strain or maximal actuation stress through optimized 

design. The major challenge to fulfill requirements for both                

stimuli-responsive soft actuators and adaptive textiles will be found in 

covering actuation specifications key to device architectures. A 

combination of high stresses and large actuation strains in polymer 

actuators is still sought after to execute all possible tasks. 

6.7 Conclusions 

This thesis has described how inexpensive commodity polymers can be 

utilized to develop new stimuli-responsive actuators. By using rather 

simple coating or blending techniques to introduce responsiveness 

without requiring striking modifications in the existing infrastructure, an 

extensive new application space may be found for these otherwise static 

polymers. It is foreseen that shape changing commodity polymer will 

continue to expand at a rapid pace and will play a vital role in meeting 

social challenges in the fields of sustainable energy, health, soft robotics 

and smart textiles. 
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